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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Statement of the Problem 
The purposes of tbis study were to make a follow-up 
of the business. graduates of the Saint Jobn High School, 
North Cambridge, ~assaehusetts, for the years 1948 through 
1952, to determine the effectiveness of the business edu-
cation program and to determine the duties most frequently 
performed by the graduates, with implications for curriculum 
revision. 
Analysis of the Problem 
The subordinate problems involved in the major problem 
were as follows: 
1. Were the graduates of the past five years employed 
in positions for wbieh they bad received training in high 
school? 
2. How soon after graduation did they obtain their 
positions"i' 
3. Through what sources did they obtain their positions? 
4. nat types of business concerns employed the 
graduates'!· 
5. Did the graduates need to receive additional train-
ing in their first positions? 
~· 
7. What percentage of the graduates had received 
further education since leaving high school? 
a. What were the reasons given by the graduates for 
furthering their education? 
2 
9. Which high school subjects have been most helpful 
to the graduates! 
10. Which subjects might be added to the curriculum 
as shown by the needs of the graduates? 
11. ~ch office activities were most .frequently per-
formed by the graduates! 
12. Where did the graduates think these office activ-
·ities should be taught! 
13. Which office activities did the graduates think 
should receive more emphasis in school? ' 
14. What types of office machines were most frequently 
used by the graduates? 
Justification of the Problem 
This study should be of value to the present and future 
business students, to business teachers and counselors, and 
to those in charge of curriculum construction. 
From this study the students will obtain a knowledge 
of the types of positions open to beginning workers, the 
wages paid in these beginning positions, and the specific 
activities the graduates might be expected to perform. 
3. 
Since these ruture employees are being trained to take 
their places in the community, every means possible to 
supply them with local occupational information should be 
utilized. 
3 
Business educators realize the need of acquainting the 
students with some knowledge of the requirements of the busi-
ness world. Enterline1 feels that the school has this 
responsibility: · 
The school, and particularly the depart-
ment of business education, has a responsibility 
to secure and make available to students pur-
suing vocational business courses accurate and 
complete information about the requirements of 
the various types of business occupations open 
to students upon the completion of their 
training • • • • 
In spea~g of the school's responsibility, Tonne2 says 
that this responsibility extends even beyond graduation: 
If one of the aims of education is to 
prepare for successful economic li~g, the 
schools fail in achieving their goal if they 
dismiss their graduates without ascertaining 
whether the results of this training have 
proved successful. 
1Enter1ine, H. G., "Trends of Thought in Business Edu-
cation, n Monograph 72, South-Western Publishing Company, 
Cineinnat~, March, 1949, p. 23. 
2Tonne, Herbert A., "Trends and Factors Affecting 
Curriculum Revision in Business Education," Fourteenth 
Yearbook, Eastern Commercial Teachers Association, 
Philadelphia, 1941, p. 41. 
4 
The follow-up study supplies information that is of 
value in guiding the business students. Stockman3 points 
out its value to business teachers: 
_ If the school would • • • meet the current 
needs of the product ••• its business teachers 
in particular need to know definitely what com-
munity employment requires, what graduates do on 
the job., what skills., knowledges, and techniques 
they use in their daily work • • • • 
Leaders in the business education field and guidance 
directors stress the importance of the follow-up as a 
basis for revising the curriculum. The informatio~ gained 
through a follow-up suggests the need for new courses., the 
dropping of others, and the type of equipment that might 
be purchased tor tbe_business department. 
This study, then., should be helpf~ to the student 
in acquainting him with local occupational information; to 
the business teacher in evaluating his teaching; and to 
curriculum builders as a basis on which to make revisions 
in the business curriculum. 
Delimitation of the Problem 
This study was limited to a survey of the former 
students who had received two years of business training 
in bigh school, and who were graduated during the years 
1948, 1949, 1950, 1951, and 1952. 
3 Stockman, Edgar Russell, nAn Integrated Office Practice 
Course of Study for Secondary Schools,., National Association 
of' Business Teacher-Training Institutions, Harrisonburg, 
Virginia, Bulletin No. 50, March, 1950., p. 12. 
---
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The survey was limited to the specific office activ-
ities performed by the graduate in his present position and 
did not include the responsibility involved, the physical 
demands made upon the worker, or the general qualifications 
required o~ the worker. 
Organization of the Chapters 
Chapter I includes the statement and the nature of the 
problem. In Chapter II the related literature is reviewed. 
The procedures used in this study are outlined in Chapter III. 
In Chapter IV the data from the survey reports and cheek lists 
are analyzed and interpreted. Chapter V contains the summary, 
conclusions, and recommendations, based on the findings of 
this study. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
This chapter includes a review or related studies con-
cerned with surveys o:f high school business graduates which 
have been conducted within the past three years. 
In 1949, McVey4 made a study in order to ascertain the 
duties and tasks per:for.med by those employed as typists in 
Lynn, Massachusetts. Check lists were sent to 150 typists 
in businesses selected on the basis o:f possible places 
where high school graduates might seek employment as typists. 
A similar check list was also sent to 125 employers. The 
third part o:f the survey consisted o:f personal interviews 
which were held with 20 o:f:fice managers in order to :find 
' ' 
out what the occupational opportunities were :for high 
school graduate's. 
Based on the :findings o.f this study-, the :following 
recommendations were made: 
1. Typewriting activities which are most :frequently 
used by typists such as typing letters, using the 
telephone, using adding machine, indexing and 
:filing, and typing envelopes and reports should 
be taught in the higl:i school typewriting course. 
2. Typewriting studen,ts should develop a high degree 
o:f skill in alphabetical :filing. 
3. Training in the use o:f the adding machine should 
emphasize skill in addition. 
~cVey, Jennie, ttA Job Analysis o:f Duties and 'i'asks 
Performed by- Typists in a Large Community," Master's Thesis, 
Boston University, 1949, 124 pp. 
? 
4. More attention should be given to judging the 
correct spacing and placement of letters. 
5. Greater emphasis should be placed on spelling, 
punctuation, and grammar. 
6. Typewriting students should be given more 
opportunity to type real business forms. 
7 • More training should be gi van in typing from 
rough draft, proofreading, typing with multiple 
carbons, using master copies, and cutting 
stencils. 
7 
s. Students should be trained to work under pressure. 
This may be accomplished by assigning work to the 
typing students which must be completed by a given 
date. 
9. Teachers of typewriting should become acquainted 
with the various types of tests given to typists 
in order to coach their students along these 
lines. 
10. Students should be given an opportunity to 
operate the various kinds of typewriters which 
are available. 
The purposes of the Ryan5 study made in 1949 were to 
determine the skills most commonly used by high school gradu-
ates in beginning office jobs and whether school preparation 
was adequate for reasonable satisfactory job adjustment in 
the opinion of the graduates. 
This information was obtained by means of a survey 
report and check list. ~thin six weeks, 134 of the 150 
business graduates had responded to the questionnaire. 
5 . Ryan, Mary A., nA Job-Activity Analysis and Follow-Up 
Study of the 1946, 1947, 1948 Business Department Graduates 
of Nashua High School, Nashua, N.H.," Master's Thesis, 
Boston University, 1949, p. 72. 
f. 
8 
From this survey it was found that: 
1. Duties and office activities of a general clerical 
nature far outnumbered the specialized type of 
activities in both number and degree of frequencies. 
2. Typing and filing activities were the most numerous 
and most commonly advocated for school training by 
the graduates. 
3. The office machines most frequently used were the 
Burrough's adding machine, the Monroe, and the 
Oomptometer. Addition was performed much more 
frequently than any other process on the Oomptometer. 
4. Duplicating machine operation was not required on . 
very many beginning office jobs although prepara-
tion for this type of work received major emphasis 
in the high school training program at the time of 
the study. 
5. Answering the telephone, meeting callers, of'f'iee 
housekeeping, and composing letters at the type-
writer were activities which rated high in the 
list of' frequently performed office activities 
although these did not receive major emphasis in 
high school at the time this study was made. 
Preparation for these activities should be pro-
vided by the school in the opinion of the majority 
of the graduates. 
6. While manufacturing types of business and large 
business offices employed the greatest number of 
high school business course graduates, employment 
was obtained in a wide variety of office and 
business concerns. 
7. Very f'ew responses indicate that of'f'ice activities 
tend to be specialized in the local community. 
The recommendations made as a result of this study were: 
teachers of typewriting should try to develop a high degree 
of skill in the following typing activities which are called 
for most frequently on the job: filling in printed forms, 
addressing envelopes, folding and inserting letters into 
envelopes, copying from handwriting and rough draft material, 
q. 
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typing bills and invoices, handling multiple ea~bon packs, 
typing tabulated and statistical work, and typing manuscripts 
and reports. Filing alphabetically by name, preparing mate-
rial for filing, numerical :filing, keeping :f'ollE>w-up file, 
and cross referencing should be stressed in school preparation. 
Provision should also be made for training in answering the 
telephone. 
Noonan6 conducted a study in 1949 to determine how well 
the business curriculum of the X High School had prepared 
the graduates to meet the requirements of business. ~estion­
naires were sent to 438 business graduates of' the school. 
Two hundred twenty-five, or 51.3 per eent, replied to the 
request f'or information. 
As a result o:f' the findings of this study, the follow-
ing recommendations were made f'or improving the curriculum: 
1. A course should be given in business ethics. 
2. More business English should be given to the 
students enrolled ~n the business curriculum. 
Instruction in English and in secretarial 
subjects should be correlated so as to mini-
mize contradiction and confusion. 
3. A separate course in transcription should be 
added to the business cUJ:"riculum. With the 
inclusion of' the transcription eourse the 
seeond-year typing class can spend more time 
on advanced typing problems and the perfection 
of' techniques. · 
~oonan, Mary M., "A Follow-Up Study o:f the 1946 and 
194? Business Graduates of' X High School,• Masterts Thesis, 
Boston University, 1949, 47 pp. 
4. More time should be given to actual G~~ice 
p~ocedures in the office practice class. 
Training in the use of telephone and switch-
boa~d is highly desirable. 
5. The business education program should provide 
specialization in the stenographic, book-
keeping, and general clerical fields. 
10 
A study based on the activities most frequently per-
formed by high school graduates was conducted by Thateher7 
in 1950. Data sheets and check lists were sent to 157 
graduates of Gardner High School. One hundred ~ifty-one, 
or 96 per cent, responded by the end o~ the fifth week. 
The results o~ this study showed that typing activ-
ities, the majority o~ the stenographic and secretarial 
activities, and the majority o~ the ~iling activities 
ranked in the upper hal~ ~or total ~requency o~ performance. 
The bookkeeping aetivitie.s ranked in the lower hal~ as ~ar 
as the total frequency o~ per~ormance was concerned. The 
ten o~~ice activities which ranked highest in total ~requency 
o~ performance were: alphabetic filing by name, answering 
telephone, ~illing in. printed ~orms, addressing envelopes, 
handling telephone calls ~or employer, copying from hand-
writing, using Burroughs adding machine, ~olding letters 
and inserting into envelopes, looking up correspondence, 
and doing tabulation and statistical work. 
7Tb.ateher, Oarolyn A., "A Job-Activity Analysis and 
Follow-Up Study of 1947, 1948, and 1949 Graduates of the 
Business Department o~ Gardner High School, Gardner, 
Massachusetts," Master's Thesis, Boston University, 2950, 
78 PP• 
' ·~ 
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The following recommendations were made by Bronstein8 
as a result of a study based on the specific duties per-
formed by the graduates of Manchester Central High School 
engaged in office occupations: 
1. Typewriting students should develop a high degree 
of skill in those activities which are required 
most frequently on the job, such as filling in 
printed forms, typing reports, addressing 
envelopes, typing bills and invoices, and typing 
for duplicating work. 
2. More attention should be given to judging correct 
spacing and placement of letters. 
3. Typewriting students should be given more oppor-
tunity to type business for.ms used in the community. 
4. Students should be trained to work under pressure. 
5. Students in typewriting should be given more prac-
tice in typing figures. 
6. Greater emphasis should be placed on spelling, 
punctuation, and grammar. 
'7 • Training in the use of the adding machine should 
emphasize skill in addition. 
8. Students should visit business offices to see 
business in operation. 
9. Some provision should be made for training in 
proper telephone technique in the office. 
10. Students in bookkeeping course should be required 
to develop an understanding of taking a trial 
balance. They should also have a comprehension 
of ter.ms pertinent to financial records. 
11. The following filing activities should be stressed 
in school preparation: preparing material for 
filing, and filing alphabetically by nmme. 
8Bronste1n, Joseph E., uA Follow-Up Study of the 1949 
and 1950 Business Graduates of Manchester Central ~gh School, 
Manchester, N~ H.,n Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1951, 
p. 55. 
;,;;._ 
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b: 9 i One or the purposes of the study made by Dono ue n 
1951 was to survey the occupational opportunities available 
to youth of high school age in tbe city of Cambridge to 
determine the future occupational needs of students who take 
the business curriculum. The study was confined to job-
activity analysis and was li~ted to 500 industries of the 
city of Cambridge to deter~ne job activities and types of 
office machines used. 
A data. sheet and check list were used to obtain the 
information. Two hundred forty-seven of the 426 graduates 
replied .. 
The findings of this survey reveal that most of the 
graduates were employed in manufacturing offices, retail 
stores, insurance companies, and financial institutions; 
a high percentage of the graduates were required to take 
pre-employment tests; there are many opportunities open to 
boys; twenty-six boys did some type of office work which 
indicates that they benefited from high school business 
training eeurses. 
Among the recommendations offered for improving the 
curriculum are the following: some definite system of 
follow-up should be established; personality, office man-
ners, and etiquette should be integrated with the office 
practice course; some revision of the English course 
·
9Donohue, James Leo, nA Follow-Up Study of the Busi-
ness Graduates or 1948-1949 of Cambridge High School, With 
Implications ror Curriculum Revision, 11 Master's Thesis, 
Boston University, 1951, 76 pp. 
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should be made to give training in letter writing and the 
fundamentals of expression; more boys should be advised of 
possibilities in business work; and all students should 
have an opportunity for practice in using the telephone 
and in receiving callers. 
In Arlington, Tonerl0 conducted a follow-up study in 
which he eontaeted 525 graduates of Arlington High School. 
Replies were received from 4?5, or 90.5 per cent, of the 
graduates. 
The replies indicated that high school is terminal edu-
cation for the majority; a majority of the graduates were 
employed in office-type positions; 90.8 per cent of those 
working were doing office-type work; 90.5 per eent of those 
in office-tyPe positions were with their original employers. 
To better serve the needs of the graduates, Toner ree-
ommended that the bookkeeping course be limited to two years, 
that more training be given in merchandising and personality 
development, and that business organization and economic 
geography courses be revised to suit the needs of the students. 
The study of the methods used in the surveys which have 
been reviewed assisted the writer in deciding upon the pro-
cedures to be earried out in conducting this follow-up. 
These procedures are listed in Chapter III. 
lOToner, James John, "A Follow-Up Study of the 1947-1950 
Graduates of the Business Department of the Arlington High 
School," Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1951, 109 pp. 
OIIA.PTER III 
PROCEDURES 
The procedures used in this study were as follows: 
1. Permission to make the survey of the graduates was 
secured from the pastor and from the principal of the school. 
2. Similar studies were reviewed and abstracted to fur-
nish a background for the study. 
3. A survey report and a cheek list were selected as 
the means of collect~g the data. 
4. The instruments were presented to the members of the 
seminar at Boston University for criticism and suggestions. 
5. After the instruments were revised according to the 
suggestions o:f the members of the seminar, they were sent to 
ten employed graduates, ~ a try-out study, for the purpose 
of determining any weaknesses in the survey report or the 
eheck list. 
6. The revised instruments and a letter of transmittal 
were prepared. 
7. A list of the graduates for the years 1948, 1949, 
1950, 1951, and 1952 was prepared from the permanent record 
cards in the high school office. 
8. On October 15, 1952, a letter of transmittal, the 
survey report, and the cheek list were sent to 290 graduates 
of the business department. 
9. On November 3, 1952, a postal card was sent as a 
reminder to the graduates who had not returned the forms. 
Jf 
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10. Two weeks later, November 17, telephone calls were 
made to the local graduates who bad not responded. Extra 
copies were sent to eight graduates who had misplaced the 
original forms. 
11. The data obtained from the returned survey reports 
and check lists were compiled and tabulated. 
12. The data were analyzed and interpreted. 
13. Summa.ry, conclusions, and recommendations were made 
based upon the findings of the survey. 
Since it was not possible to interview the 290 graduates 
of' the business department to secure the data concerning the 
job experiences, a survey report was decided upon as the 
means of collecting the data. Answers to the following 
questions were considered to be important in determining the 
effectiveness of the business education program: 
1. Were the graduates of the past f'i ve years employed 
in positions for which they bad received training in high 
school? 
2. How soon after graduation did they obtain their 
positions? 
3. Through what sources did they obtain their positions? 
4. What percentage of the graduates had received fur-
ther education since leaving high school? 
In order to determine wbieh types of business concerns 
employ the high school graduates, the graduates were asked 
!{.. 
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questions concerning the type of business in which they were 
em.p~oyed, the na:m.e of the company~ and the approximate num-
ber of employees in the office. 
Check lists used in other studies were analyzed and the 
items having the highest frequency of performance were selected 
for this cheek list. The writer's own experience as an office 
worker and business teacher suggested the inclusion of some 
of the items. The activities on the cheek list were divided 
into six specific groups as follows: typing, secretaria~~ 
filing, bookkeeping, office machines, and other office activ-
ities. The office machines activities were listed according 
to the types of machines used in offices. The headings of 
the columns of the cheek list are similar to those used by 
Radzukinas.ll 
The check list provided space for checking the approxi-
mate number of hours spent on eaeh.activity, where this 
activity should be taught in the opinion of the graduate, 
· and whether or not the graduate thought that more emphasis 
should be placed on the teaching of this activity in school. 
The instruments were submitted to the members of the 
seminar at Boston University. The suggestions of the group 
were carried out and the revised survey report form and 
check list were sent, as a tryout, to ten members of the 
llRadzukinas, Anna, "A Follow-up Study and a Job-Activity 
Analysis of the 1946, 1947, 1948~ 1949, and 1950 Four-Year 
Secretarial Major Graduates of Boston University College of 
Practical Arts and Letters," Master's Thesis, Boston University, 
1951, p. 79. 
I 7. 
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graduating classes of the past five years. Two graduates 
from each class who were known to be working full time were 
selected. When th~ data from the ten replies were tabu-
lated, a few minor changes were found necessary. 
On October 15, 1952, copies of: the survey report,. check 
list, and letter of transmittal were mailed to 290 business 
graduates of the classes of 1948,· 1949, 1950, 1951, and 
1952. Stamped and addressed return envelopes were enclosed 
with the forms. 
The names and addresses of the graduates were secured 
from the permanent record cards in the high school office. 
Forms were mailed to all the business graduates whether or 
not they were employed 1n office work. 
Within one week from October 15, 123 returns were 
received. During the next two weeks an additional 73 returns 
were received. Postal cards were sent during the fourth 
week to those who bad not yet responded. At the end of the 
:fourth week the members of the senior class contacted by 
telephone the local graduates who bad not answered the 
first two requests. ~ght graduates requested another 
form since they had mis.placed the original copy. 
The data obtained from the survey report forms and cheek 
lists will be analyzed in the following chapter. 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF INFORMATION OBrAINED FROM SURVEY REPORTS 
AND CJHEOK LISTS 
The survey report form was the means used to obtai.n 
information about the work experi.enees of the business gradu-
ates for the years ~948 through ~952. 
The fo~~owing table shows that of the 290 survey reports 
and cheek lists mailed, 270, or 93 per cent, were completed 
and returned. 
TABLE I 
RETURNS FROM SURVEY REPORTS AND CHECK LISTS 
Time Number Per Cent o:f Retl'!rned Returns 
One week ~23 42 
Two weeks 196 68 
Three weeks 206 71 
Four weeks 229 '76 
Five weeks 241 83 
Six weeks 270 93 
The graduates were very cooperative in responding to the 
request for information. As shown in Table II the graduates 
of the e~asses of 1951 and 1952 responded ~00 per cent. Only 
I r:;.. 
' ! 
--
. · 
.• l 
19 
one member o:f the class o:f 1950 :failed to respond. The total 
number of responses was considered to be suf:ficient :for 
securing the information needed :fer the completion o:f this 
study • 
!J?ABLE II 
. RE.rURNS BY CLASSES 
Number Number Per Cent of 
Class Sent out Received Returns 
1948 56 47 84 
1949 '74 64 86 
1950 50 49 98 
1951 42 42 100 
1952 68 68 100 
Total 290 270 93 
O:f the 35 male graduates, 33, or 94 per cent, completed 
the survey report :forms and cheok lists. The per cent o:f 
response was slightly more than that of tbe girls. 
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TABrtE III 
RETUJ.mS FROM MALE GRADUATES BY CLASSES 
Number Number Per Cent of 
Class Sent Out Received Returns 
1948 5 5 100 
1949 5 3 60 
1950 3 3 100 
1951 6 6 100 
1952 16 16 100 
Total 35 33 94 
TABLE IV 
RETURNS FROM FEMAI.E GRADUATES BY CLASSES 
Number Number Per Cent o:f 
Class Sent Out Received Returns 
, ' 
1948 51 42 82 
1949 69 61 88 
1950 47 46 94 
.1951 36 36 100 
e 1952 52 52 100 
Total 255 237 93 
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TABLE V 
DISTRIBUTION OF ENIPLODIE!mT OF THE 270 :RESPONDENTS 
How Employed Number Per Cent 
Employed for wages full time 211 78.1;' 
Housewife 24 8.9 
In school full time 21 7.8 
In armed forces 9 3.3 
Religious teachers 4 1.5 
Employed for wages part time 1 .4 
Total 270 100.0 
As shown in Table V, 78.1 per cent, or 211, of the 270 
respondents were employed for wages full time. Of' the 211 
respondents who reported that they were employed f"or wages 
full time, 178, or 84.4 per cent, were engaged in office 
work. Twenty-four,· or· 8.9 per cent,· were married and at 
home. Three of the 21 graduates who reported that they 
were. in school full time were attending training schools 
for nurses. One girl and eight boys, or 3.3 per cent of 
the respondents, were serving in the armed .forces. Four 
graduates, or 1.5 per cent, were in religious training 
schG>ols. The one graduate who was employed part time 
attended school ·part time. 
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The table below shows that 85 graduates, or 40 per cent, 
obtained their first positions before graduation. One hundred 
twenty-six graduates, or 60 per cent, found employment after 
graduation from high school. 
TABLE VI 
TIME Er.Ji!MEJIIDT nf OBTAINiliG POSITIOJIS 
Time 
Before graduation 
After graduation 
Total 
N1lmber 
85 
126 
211 
Per Cent 
40 
60 
100 
Of the 40.3 per cent who were employed before gradu-
ation, forty-eight graduates, or 22.8 per cent, found 
employment from one to four weeks before graduation from 
high school. The remaining 18 per cent of the 211 respond-
ents remained in the organizations in which they were 
employed on a part-time basis. 
"TABLE VII 
TIME BEFORE GRADUATIOW Uf WHIOH FIRST POSITIOlWS 
WERE OB'fAilmED 
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Time Number Per Cent o:f Returns 
One month 
Two months 
Three months 
Four months 
Five months 
Six months 
More than six months 
Total 
48 
17 
7 
2 
1 
2 
8 
85 
22.8 
8.1 
3.3 
.9 
.5 
.9 
3.8 
40.3 
An additional 42 per cent :found employment within two 
months after graduation from high school. With the exception 
o:f nine graduates who did not seek employment because of 
attendance at school, all graduates were employed in ful.l-
. 
time positions within ten months after graduation. 
I .l" 
TABLE VIII 
TIME AFTER GRADUATION IN WHIGH FIRST POSITIONS 
WERE OBTAINED 
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Time Number Per Cent of Ret'UJ:Ills 
One month ?2 3~.1 
Two months· 18 8.5 
Three months 11 5.2 
Four months 6 ~.8 
Five months 2 .9 
Six months 2 .• 9 
Seven months 1 .5 
Eight months 2 .9 
Ten months 2 .9 
one year 7 3.3 
Two years 1 .5 
Tl:l.ree years 1 .. 5 
No answer 1 .5 
Total 126 59.5 
The graduates secured their first positions through 
many sources. Eighty-six~ or 40.? per cent, of the respond-
ents secured positions through their own efforts. Relatives 
and friends helped 62 graduates~ or 29.4 per cent, to find 
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employment. The high school has no placement bureau but was 
responsible for helping 10.9 per cent, or 23 graduates, to 
find initial positions. Sixteen, or 7.6 per cent, secured 
employment through the United States Employment Agency. 
Business schools, private agencies, and Civil Service were 
the sources through which the remaining 10 per cent were 
placed in first positions. 
TABLE IX 
SOURCES THROUGH WEICH THE 211 GRADUATES OBTAIJIED THEIR 
FIRST POSITIOJ!iS 
Sources N'Um.ber Per Cent o:r Returns 
Personal application 86 40.7 
Jtelative or friend 62 29.4 
High school 23 10 .. 9 
u. s. Employment Agency 16 7.6 
Business schools 9 4.3 
Private agencies 8 3.8 
Civil Service 4 1.9 
No answer 3 1.4 
Total 211 100.0 
The answers_f'rom 97_gl?aduates, or 46 per cent, showed 
that these graduates were not required to take employment 
e 
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tests in order to secure beginning positions. The respond-
ents who reported that they were given an employment test 
indicated that the intelligence test was the one most fre-
quently administered. The next test in order of-frequency 
was the typewriting test. Twenty-~even per cent ef the 
graduates reported taking tbis type of test. A transcription 
test was given to 18, or 8.5 per cent, of the graduates. 
Seven respondents did not answer this question while 46 grad-
uates indicated that they took more than one test. 
TABI:JE X 
TYPES OF EMPLOYMDT TESTS TAKE!i BY THE 211 GRADUATES 
WHEll THEY APPLIED FOR THEIR FIRST POSI,TIOIS 
Type of Test Number Per Cent of Returns 
No test 97 46.0 
Intelligence 69 32.7 
Typewriting 57 27.0 
Transcription 18 8.5 
Office Machines 3 1.4 
Civil Service 3 1.4 
State Board Examination 2 .9 
Mechanical Aptitude 1 .5 
No answer 7 3 .. 3 
..17. 
' 
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The most frequent combination of tests given to these 
46 graduates was the intelligence and typewriting tests. 
Twenty-eight respondents.reported taking this combination .. 
Eight graduates indicated that they had a.combination of. 
typewriting and transeriptian while five.were given intel-
ligence, typewriting, and transcription tests. 
The replies indicated that the l~rgest percentage of 
the graduates found their beginning positions in insurance 
offices. Fifty graduates, or 23 .• '7 per cent, were. employed 
in this type of business. The manufacturing concerns 
employed 39 graduates, or 18.5 per cent. The next largest 
numbers were employed in department stores, public utilities, 
professional, and banking offices. 
TABLE XI 
VARIOUS TYPES OF BUSINESSES Ill WHICH THE 211 GRADUATES 
WERE EMPLOYED IN THEIR FIRST POSITI011fS 
Type of Business Number Per Cent 
Insurance 50 23.7 
Manufacturing 39 1.8.5 
Department Store 20 9.4 
Public Utilities 18 8.5 
Professional 16 7.6 
Banking 14 6.6 
Grocery 8 3.8 
e, 
TABLE XI CONTINUED 
VARIOUS TYPES OF BUSINESSES IN WEICH TEE 211 GRADUATES 
WERE EMPLOYED IN THEIR FIRST POSITIONS 
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Type o:f Business Number Per Gent 
Civil Service 7 3.3 
Educational Institution 6 2.8 
Finance 6 2.8 
Publishing 4 1.9 
Transportation 4 1.9 
Auto Sales 2 .9 
Electrician 2 .9 
School Supplies 2 .9 
Carpentry l •. 5 
Gleaners 1 .5 
Druggist 1 .5 
Government l .5 
Hotel 1 .5 
Laundry l .5 
Lumber 1 .5 
Photographer l •5 
Re'staurant 1 .5 
Rets.il Coal Dealers 1 ~5 
Storage ]. .5 
Wholesale Hardware l .5 
N0 answer 1 .5 
Total 211 100.0 
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Table XI shows that the training given the graduates 
enabled them to adjust themselves to various types of busi-
nesses. 
The graduates were asked to indicate the types of busi-
nesses in which they were employed at the time of the study. 
TABLE XII 
TYPES OF BUSINESSES IN WHICH TEE 211 GRADUATES 
WERE EMPLOYED AT TEE TIME OF TEE STUDY 
'I'yp e o:f Business Number Per Cent 
Maa1:lf'ae t'tlring 47 22.3 
Insurance 37 17.5 
Public Utilities 32 15.2 
Banking 18 8.5 
Civil Service 13 6.2 
Professional 11 5.2 
Department Store 10 4.7 
Educational Institution 7 3.3 
·Chemist 6 2.8 
Publishing 5 2.4 
Finance 5 2.4 
Grocery 5 2.4 
Carpentry 2 .9 
Lumber 2 .9 
School Supplies 2 .9 
.TABLE XII CONTINUED 
TYPES OF BUSINESSES IN WHICH THE 211 GRADUATES 
WERE _EMPLOYED AT THE TIME OF THE STUDY 
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Type of Business Number Per Oent 
Transportation 2 .9 
Air Transportation l .5 
Dairy 1 .5 
Electrician 1 .5 
Government 1 .5 
Restaurant l .5 
Storage l .5 
Wholesale Hardware l .5 
Total 211 100.0 
The largest percentage of graduates was employed in the 
offices of manufacturing concerns, with the next highest fre-
quency in the insurance offices. The public utilities at the 
time of the study employed 32 graduates, or 15.2 per cent, 
as eompared with 18, or 8.5 per cent, in the beginning 
positions. One-half of the 20 respondents who were employed 
in department stores in the beginning positions were in other 
types of businesses at the time of the study. ~ increase 
was indicated in the number of graduates who entered Civil 
Service employment and in the number employed in banks. 
.3/ 
e. 
.. 
-
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The graduates were asked to give the names and addresses 
of the companies in which they were employed in their begin-
ning positions and in their present positions in order to 
obtain information that might be helpful to the present busi-
ness students. A list of these concerns bas been added to 
the Appendix • 
TABLE XIII 
SIZE OF THE OFFICES IN WHICH THE GRADUATES 
WERE EMPLOYED nT THEIR FIRST POSITIOBS 
Number of Number of Per Cent of 
Employees Graduates Returns 
1 -·5 42 24.9 
6 
- 10 29 17.2 
11 
- 25 40 23.7 
26 - 50 25 14.7 
51 - 100 18 10.7 
101 -. 199 7 4.1 
200 - 500 6 3.5 
No answer 2 1.2 
Total 169 100.0 
In their initial positions, 169 graduates, or 80.1 per 
cent of the 211 employed full time, were engaged in office 
work. The majority of the graduates showed a preference for 
• 
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the ~arge o~f~ees. An of~ice was eonsidered large if it bad 
eleven or more employees. Forty-two~ or 24.9 per cent~ were 
working in offices having from one to five employees; 40, or 
23.~ per cent~ were emp~oyed in offices having ~r0m l~ to 25 
people. Twenty-nine, or 1~.2 per cent~ worked in o~fiees 
employing between six and ten workers. The remaining 56~ or 
33 per cent~ worked in departments where the o~fice ~orca 
numbered from 26 to 500 workers. Two graduates did not 
answer this question. 
TABLE XIV 
SIZE OF THE OFFICES IN WHICH THE GRADUA'rES WERE EMPLOYED 
AT THE TIME OF THE STUDY 
Number of Employees Number of Per Cent o~ 
in Office Graduates Returns 
l - 5 55 31.0 
6 - 10 39 21.9 
ll - 25 39 21.9 
26 - 50 18 10.1 
51 - 100 ll 6.2 
101 - 199 ~ 3.9 
200 
- 500 ~ 3.9 
No answer 2 l.l 
Total 178 100.0 
• 
At the time of the study, 178, or 84.4 per cent, of 
the graduates were employed in offices. Of this number, 
94, or 52.9 per cent, were employed in offices having one 
to ten workers. Forty-six per cent, or 82 graduates, 
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worked in the large offices employing from 11 to 500 people. 
Two graduates did not indicate the size of the ot'fices in 
which they worked. 
In order to have information available about their 
beginning occupations, the graduates were asked to state the 
titles of their first positions. In their initial positions, 
57 graduates, or 27 per cent, were employed as clerks; 16, or 
7.5 per cent, were classified as secretaries; and 15, or 
7 per cent as clerk-typists. Fourteen graduates replied 
that they were file clerks, and 14 did not reply to this 
question. Twelve graduates classified themselves as stenog-
raphers; ten, as sales clerks; and nine, as bookkeepers. 
Typists and telephone operators numbered seven each. The 
next largest percentage worked as billing typists. The remaining 
24 per cent reported such occupations as stock clerk, 
Comptometer operator, bank teller, check teller, dictaphone 
operator, addressograph operator, receptionist, messenger, 
and ot'fice boy. The graduates who were not employed in 
office work reported such titles as sales clerk, telephone 
operator, shipper, apprentice carpenter, apprentice baker, 
beautician, machinist, truck driver, unit operator, and 
x-ray technician. 
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TABLE XV 
TITLES OF FIRST POSITIONS OF 211 GRADUATES 
IN FULL-TIME POSITIONS 
Title of Position 
*Clerk (1) 
Secretary 
*Clerk-typist (1) 
File clerk 
Stenographer 
*Bales clerk (3} 
Bookkeeper 
' Typist 
Telephone operator 
Billing-typist 
*Stock el,erk (4) 
Comptometer operator 
Teller 
Messenger 
*O.ffice boy {2) 
Check teller 
i!Shipper (2} 
~1brary clerk (1) 
Addressograph operator 
it:Appraiser (l} 
N'Tlm.bel' of 
Graduates 
57 
16 
15 
14 
12 
10 
9 
7 
7 
6 
4 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
Pel' Cent of 
Returns 
27.0 
7.0 
6.6 
4.7 
4.3 
3.3 
2.8 
1.9 
1.4 
1.4 
.9 
.9 
.9 
.5 
.5 
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TABLE XV CO:ITI:mJED 
TITLES OF FIRST POSITIONS OF 211 GRADUATES 
IN FULL-TIME POSITIONS 
Title ef Position 
~pprentiee carpenter (1} 
*'Pprentice baker (l} 
Beautician 
Oaslrl.er 
Dictaphone operator 
I. B. M. machine operator 
Inspecte!.' 
Laundress 
Master checker 
*Machinist (l} 
Receptionist 
Sorter 
*Student attendant (l} 
i&Truck driver ( l) 
Staff' nurse 
Supervisor 
Switchboard operator 
Tube tester 
*Underwriter (l} 
Number of 
Graduates 
1 
l 
1 
l 
l 
l 
1 
l 
l 
l 
l 
1 
l 
l 
l 
1 
l 
l 
l 
Per Cent of 
Returns 
.s 
.5 
.5 
.s 
.5 
.5 
.s 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
J(, 
TABLE XV CONTINUED 
TITLES OF FIRST POSITIONS OF 211 GRADUATES 
IN FULL-TIME POSITIONS 
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Title o:f Position Number o:f Per Cent o:f 
Unit operator 
x~ray technician 
-§No answer (1) 
Total 
Graduates 
1 
1 
14 
211 
Returns 
.5 
.. 5 
6.6 
100.0 
§Number 1n parenthesis indicates the number o:f male 
graduates reporting this title. 
The replies given in answer to the request :for informa-
tion concerning the titles o:f the positions held by the 
graduates at the time o:f the study indicated that of tb.e 
211 graduates employed full time, 178, or 84.4 per cent, 
were doing the type of work :for which tb.ey had been trained. 
O:f the 178 graduates, 65, or 36.5 per cent, b.ad received 
-additional business training since graduation :from high. 
school. The most :frequently held position was clerk. Forty-
two, or 19.9 per cent, o:f tb.e :full-time employees reported 
this t)pe o:f position. Next in order o:f :frequency were 
secretary, 22, or 10.4 per cent; bookkeeper, 20, or 9.4.per 
.31. 
e 
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eent; ele:r>k-typist, 20,. or 9.4 per cent; and stenographe:r>, 
17, ol:' 8 per cent. Other graduates reported the following 
occupations: telephene operator, typist, billing-typist, 
teller, file cle:r>k, I. B. M. machine operator, comptometer 
operator, office boy, sales ele:r>k, cashier, receptionist, 
and switchboard operator. The titles reported by the male 
graduates are marked w1 th an asterisk~ and the number of 
male gra<ll.uates is placed in parenthesis af'ter the title of 
the position. 
TABLE XVI 
TITLES OF POSITIONS IN WHICH THE 211 GRADUATES 
WERE EMPLOYED AT TEE TIME OF THE STUDY 
Title of' Position Number of' Per Cent of' Graduates Returns 
-t.eolerk ( 2) 42 19.9 
Secretary 22 10.4 
i!Clerk-typist 20 9.4 
Bookkeeper 20 9.4 
Stenographer 17 a.o 
Telephone operator 11 5.2 
Typist .,., 3.3 
Billing-typist 7 3.3 
Teller 5 2.4 
File clerk 5 2.4 
I. B. M.. machine operator 5 2.4 
, 
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TABI:.E XVI CONTINUED 
TITLES OF POSITIONS IN WHICH THE 211 GRADUATES 
WERE EMPLOYED AT TEE TIME OF TEE STUDY 
Tit1e of Position 
*Sales clerk { 3} 
Comptometer operator 
*<>ffice boy (3) 
Cashier 
Receptionist 
Staff' nurse 
Switchboard operator 
*El.ectrieian (2) 
Artist 
~praiser (1.} 
Beautician 
Assistant buyer 
Dictaphone operator 
~Ediphone operator (l) 
Inspector 
Library clerk 
Master checker 
Messenger 
Personal shopper 
Unit operator 
*Apprentice mechanic {l) 
Number of 
Graduates 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
l 
1 
l 
l. 
1 
1. 
l 
l 
1. 
1 
l 
l 
l 
Per Gent of 
Returns 
/ 
1.4 
1.4 
1.4 
.9 
.9 
.9 
.9 
.9 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.. 5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
TABLE XVI CONTINUED 
TITLES OF POSITIONS IN WEICH TEE 211 GRADUATES 
WERE EMPLOYED AT THE TIME OF THE STUDY 
Title of Position 
~pprentice carpenter (1) 
*A.pprentice baker (1} 
*Furniture apprentice (1} 
*Licensed attendant (l) 
*Section head (1) 
~up ervisor {1} 
No answer 
Total 
Number of 
Graduates 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
12 
211 
Per Cent o:f 
Returns 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
100.0 
*Number in parenthesis indicates the number of ma1e 
graduates reporting this title. 
As shown by Table XVII, the beginning wages of the 211 
respondents ranged from under $25 to $60 weekly. The average 
wages for the five-year period were in the $30 to $34 a week 
range. Sixty-seven, or 31.8 per eent, of the graduates 
received wages from $30 to $34 a week; the next highest per-
centage, 2$.7 per cent, reported weekly wages of $25 to $29. 
Weekly wages of $35 to $39 were received by 18.5 per cent, 
or 39 graduates. Twenty-five graduat·es did not indicate the 
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beginning wages. Twenty respondents, or 9.5 per eent, stated 
that the weekly wages on the initia~ positions were $40 and 
over. The two gir~s who reported beginning wages of $60 were 
registered nurses. The ma~e graduate worked as an appraiser. 
TABLE XVII 
BEGI.li1lln1tG WAGES OF TBE 2~1 FDLL-TIME EMPLOYEES 
No. of No. of Per Cent of 
Wages Boys Gir~s Total Returns 
Under $25 J. g ~0 4.7 
$25 
-
$29 3 47 50 23.7 
$30 
-
$54 7 60 67 31.8 
$35 - $39 3 36 39 ~8.5 
$40 
-
$44 4 g 13 6.2 
$45 
-
$49 0 3 3 1.4 
$50 
-
$54 1 0 1 .5 
$55 
-
$59 0 0 0 .o 
$60 
-
over ~ 2 3 ~-4 
No answer 2 23 25 ~)..8 
Tot a~ 22 ~89 211 ~oo.o 
' 
Table XVIII shows that the wages of the graduates at 
the time of the study ranged f'rom $25 to $60 and over.. The 
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average wages were in the $40 to $44 range, an increase of 
$10 over the wages in the beginning positions. More than 
one~tbird of the respondents indicated that they received 
wages in the $4o·to $44 range. The next highest frequency 
was in the $35 to $39 range, with 48, or 22.8 per cent~ of 
the graduates reporting these wages. Thirty-three graduates, 
or 15.7 per cent, received·wages ranging from $45 to $49. 
Seven per cent, or 15 graduates, did not indicate the current 
wages. 
TABLE XVIII 
WAGES ·OF THE 21.1 GRADUATES AT THE TIME OF THE STUDY 
No. of No. o:f Per Cent o:f 
Wages Boys Girls Total Returns 
Under $25 0 0 0 .o 
$25 
-
$29 2 1 3 1.4 
$30 
-
$34 3 10 13 6.2 
$35 
-
$39 2 46 48 22.8 
$40 
-
$44 7 68 75 35.6 
$45 
-
$49 4 29 33 15.7 
$50 
-
$54 l. 11 12 5.7 
$55 
-
$59 0 6 6 2.8 
$60 
-
over 2 4 6 2.8 
No answer 1 14 15 7.0 
Total. 22 189 211 100.0 
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Eleven of the 13 shown in the $30 to $34 range were 
1952 graduates, while one was a 195~ graduate, and another 
was from the class of 1949, Two of the three graduates 
included in the $25 to_ $29 group were 1952 graduates and 
one was from the class of 1950. The graduates who reported 
weekly wages of $50 and over totaled 2~, or 11.3 per cent 
of the full-time employees. 
The initial wages of the 211 respondents are shown in 
the following table. 
TABLE XIX 
BEGINNING WAGES OF TBE 211 RESPO]fDENTS BY CLASSES 
Wages 1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 Total 
Ub.der $25 2 4 3 0 1 10 
$25 - $29 13 25 10 0 2 50 
$30 - $34 9 9 13 18 18 67 
$35- $39 l 4 5 10 19 39 
$40 - $44 1 l 2 2 7 13 
$45 - $49 2 0 1 0 0 3 
$50 
- $54 0 0 0 l 0 l 
$55 - $59 0 0 0 0 0 0 
$60 - over l 0 0 2 0 3 
No answer 4 9 6 2 4 25 
Total 33 52 40 35 51 2il 
Median $28.54 $2'7.10 $29.88 $33.80 $34.63 $31.03 
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The median wages for the class of 1952 were $34.63. 
The class of 1949 showed the lowest median, $27.10. The 
median for the five classes is shown as $31.03. 
The wages received by the respondents at the time Of 
the study are shown in the following table. 
Wages 
Under $25 
$25- $29 
$30 - $34 
$35- $39 
$40 - $44 
$45 - $49 
$50 - $54 
$55 - $59 
$60 - over 
No answer 
Total 
Median 
TABLE XX 
WAGES OF THE 211 RESPONDENTS BY CLASSES 
AT THE TIME OF THE STUDY 
1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 2 
0 1 0 l 11 
2 4 12 10 20 
11 21 14 16 13 
8 14 8 2 1 
6 4 2 0 0 
1 2 1 2 0 
2 2 0 2 0 
3 4 2 2 4 
33 52 40 35 51 
$44.81 $43.55 $41.28 $40.90 $36.63 
Total 
0 
3 
13 
48 
75 
33 
12 
6 
6 
15 
211 
$41.27 
As indicated in Table XX, the lowest wages received by 
the graduates at the time of the study were in the $25 to 
44 
$29 range, and the highest wages were more than $60 weekly. 
The bighest median is shown for the class of 1948 and the 
lowest median for the class of 1952. The medi~n tor the 
:five years as shewn by the table was $41.2?. 
Typewriting proved to be the most helpful subject as 
indicated by 152, or ?2 per· cent, of the 211 respondents. 
One hundred three, or 48.8 p.er cent, reported that English 
was ot the greatest help. Thirty-seven per cent, or 78 
respondents, selected bookkeeping as the most helpful·sub-
ject while 73 graduates, or 34.6 per cent, chose shorthand. 
The replies of 67, or 31.8 per cent, showed that business 
arithmetic was the most helpful subject. Two graduates 
made no reply. The remaining 31, or 14.6 per cent, 
indicated that business law, history, biology, and the 
languages were of most value in their work. 
'fABLE XXI 
SUBJECTS MOST HELPFUL TO THE 211 GRADUATES 
Subject Number of Per Cent o:f Graduates* Returns 
Typewriting 152 72.0 
English 103 48.8 
Bookkeeping 78 37.0 
Shorthand ?3 34.6 
BuSiness arithmetic 6? 31.8 
Business law 17 8.0 
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TABLE XXI CONTINUED 
SUBJECTS MOST HELPFUL TO THE 211 GRADUATES 
Subject Number of Per Centof Graduates 
* 
Returns 
Biology 5 2.4 
History 4 1.9 
Spanish 3 1.4 
Freneh 2 .9 
No answer 2 .9 
;c.The ·graduates listed more than ona subject. 
The graduates were asked to list the subjects which 
would have been helpful to them but which t.hey did not have 
in high school. Seventy-one, or 33.6.per cent, of the grad-
uates who answered this question stated that a course in 
business machines would have been very helpful to them. 
Thirteen, or 6.2 per cent, of the respondents indicated 
that business English would have been of help to them; and 
11 graduates, or 5 .. 6 per cent, listed office practice as a 
subject that would have helped them most. Others listed 
such subjects as public speaking, mechanics, advanced book-
keeping, filing, business wviting,. and domestic science. 
Table XXII shows the subjects in order of frequency as . 
. listed by the graduates. 
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TABLE XXII 
SUBJECTS NOT OFFERED IN BIGH SCHOOL WHICH WOULD 
-
HAVE BEEN EEGPFUL TO TEE RE~ONDENTS 
Subject Number of Per Cent of Graduates Returns 
Business maebines 71 33.6 
Business English 13 6.2 
Office practice 11 5.6 
Public speaking 4 1.9 
Mechanical course 4 1.9 
Advanced bookkeeping 3 1.4 
Filing 3 1.4 
Domestic science 2 .9 
Business writing 2 .9 
Drafting 2 .9 
Proofreadixig l .5 
Electric typewriting l .5 
Spelling 1 .5 
Longer periods o:f shorthand 1 .5 
Longer periods of typewriting 1 .5 
Merchandising 1 .5 
Current events 1 .5 
e Mechanical drawing 1 .5 
Shop mathematics 1 .5 
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The following table shows the types of training that 
the graduates received and the frequency of the responses. 
TABLE XXIII 
ADDITIONAL TRAINING RECEIVED BY GRADUATES 
IN FIRST POSITION 
Type of Training Number of Graduates Per Cent Boys GirJ.s Total Total 
Business machines 3 42 45 66.0 
Swi tehboard 0 6 6 9.0 
on-the-job training 0 4 4 6.0 
Answering telephone 0 3 3 4.0 
Sending telegrams 0 1 1 1.5 
Greeting saJ.esmen 0 1 1 1.5 
Sounde:x: filing 0 1 l 1.5 
Filing 0 1 1 1.5 
Mediea1 shorthand 0 1 1 1.5 
Advanced shorthand 0 1 1 1.5 
Posting dates 0 1 1 1.5 
Microfilm 0 1 1 1.5 
r Coding 0 1 1 1.5 
Insurance fundamentals l 0 1 1.5 
Total 4 64 68 100.0 
.. , 
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Four maJ.e graduates reported that they received further 
business training on their first positions. Tbree of the 
four received training in business machines and one in insur-
ance fundamentals. 
The girls also reported the need for additional training 
on their first positions. Two-thirds of the respondents who 
reported further training were given instruction in the 
operation of' business machines. The remaining 22 received 
training in the operation of the switchboard, answering the 
telephone, sending telegrams, filing, coding, greeting 
salesmen, and on-the-job procedures. 
In answer to the question as to whether or not the 
graduates were satisfied with their present positions, the 
majority, 82 per cent, indicated that they were satisfied, 
while 25, or 12 per cent, stated that they were dissatisfied. 
Six per cent, or 13 respondents, gave no answer. ~able XXIV 
shows that the majority of the graduates were able to adjust 
themselves to their positions satisfactorily. 
'l?ABLE XXIV 
JOB SATISFACTIOmT OF THE 211 RESPONDDTS 
AT TEE TIME OF THE STUDY 
Answer Number of' Per Cent of Graduates Returns 
Satisfied 1'73 82 
Dissatisfied 25 12 
No answer 13 6 
Total 211 100 
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The graduates who were dissatisfied with their positions 
were asked to indicate the type of work they desired • 
. TABLE XXV 
TYPES OF POSITIONS DESIRED BY RESPONDENTS WHO 'WERE 
DISSATISFIED AT THE TIME OF THE STUDY 
Types of Positions 
Secretary 
Receptionist 
More typing activities 
~ectrician 
Bookkeeper-typist 
Bookkeeper-secretary 
Stenographer 
C~erica~ work 
Position near home 
Greater variety of work 
Teaching 
Bookkeeper 
Professional dancing 
Government position 
School 
Machinist 
Electronics engineer 
Office work 
Advancement 
Tot a~ 
Number 
Reporting 
3 
3 
2 
2 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
l 
l 
~ 
1. 
1. 
l 
25 
Per Cent of 
Tot a~ 
12 
1.2 
8 
8 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
1.00 
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As shown in Table XXV, three of' the 25 graduates who 
reported that they were not satisfied stated that they 
would like secretarial work. Three of' the respondents 
stated that they desired positions as receptionists, and 
two wanted posi tiona in which they would have more type-
writing activities. ·Some of' the remaining graduates 
indicated that they preferred bookkeeping, stenographic, 
and clerical positions rather than the type of' work they 
were doing at the time of' the study. 
The majority of' the graduates, 58.8 per cent, 
reported that they were still ~orking f'or their original 
employers. Eighty-seven, or 41.2 per cent, of' the respond-
ents changed places of' employment since graduation f'rom 
bigh school. Among the reasons given by the graduates f'or 
making the changes were the following: 41, or 47.2 per 
cent, desired advancement and higher wages; 10, or 11.5 
per cent, wanted a dif'f'erent type of' work; three, or 
3.5 per cent, did not like the working conditions in the 
f'irst positions. Twenty-five indicated that they changed 
places of' employment but did not give reasons. 
TABLE XXVI 
REASOBS .GIVEN BY THE 8'7 RESPOJmDENTS FOR 
CHANGING PLACES OF El.IJJPLO'YMENT 
Reason .for Change Number o.f Per Cent Graduates Total 
Better position and higher 
wages 41 47.2 
Different type o.f work 10 11.5 
Did not like working conditions 3 3.5 
Moved out o.f state 2 2.3 
First position temporary 2 2.3 
Better locality 2 2.3 
First position part time J. 1.1 
Desired Ci vi1 Service position 1 J. .. J. 
No answer 25 28.7 
Total. 87 1.00.0 
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o.f 
As one indication o.f the adequacy of the business 
training offered at the high school, the graduates were 
asked if' they had secured additional training since grad-
uation. Of the 211 r~spondents, 96, or 45.5 per cent, had 
s.ecured additional training. Twenty-two of' the 96, how-
ever, took courses other than those of a business nature. 
Six studied for degrees, four took academic courses, three 
enrolled in schools of nursing, and others studied chemistry, 
~es~on Un)\ersJty 
School of ~~~e~»~o~ 
- _ Jw~ brary; . ...-
• 
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art, beauty culture, carpentry, and electricity. The 
remaining 74 graduates, or 35 per cent of the 211 employed 
full time, indicated that they took shorthand, typewriting, 
and office machines courses. 
The following table shows the number of respondents 
wbo had secured additional business training. 
TABLE XXVII 
THE NUMBER AND :PER CENT OF TBE 211 RESPONDEN"TS EMPLOYED 
FULL TIME WHO HAD SECURED ADDITIONAL BUSINESS TRAINING 
AFTER GRADUATION FROM HIGH SCHOOL 
Graduates Number Who Had Per Cent 
Class Employed Secured Additional of 
Full Time Business Training Total 
1948 33 15 20 
1949 52 30 41 
1950 40 11 15 
1951 35 6 8 
1952 51 12 16 
Total 211 ?4 100 
As shown in the above table, the class of 1949 had the 
highest frequency for school attendance. This was not 
because of unemployment since 23 of the 30 graduates Who 
had secured additional business training were employed full 
time and attended school only part time. 
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Thirteen of the graduates attended business schools 
full time while the remaining 61 graduates indicated that 
they worked full time and attended school in the evening. 
The reasons given by the graduates for desiring 
additional business training are shown in Table XXVIII. 
TABLE XXVIII 
REASONS GIVEN BY TEE RESPONDENTS FOR SECURING 
ADDITIONAL TRAINING 
Reaso:m Number of Per Cent Graduates Total 
Higher degree of skill in 
shorthand 36 37.5 
Higher degree of skill in 
typewriting 23 24.0 
Higher degree of skill. in 
office machines 16 1.6.7 
Self-improvement 8 8.3 
Advanced accounting 4 4.2· 
Stenotype 3 3.1 
Advanced banking 3 3.1. 
Further education for present 
job 2 2.1 
Prepare for Civil Service 
examination 1 1.0 
Total. 96 1.00.0 
of 
The above tabl.e shows that several of the 74 respond-
ents indicated more than one reason for securing additional 
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training. The majority of the respondents, 61.5 per cent, 
attended school after graduation because they desired more 
skill. in shorthand and typewriting. Thirty-six graduates 
reported that they needed more skill in shorthand, and 23 
indicated the need for add.i tional. training in typewriting. 
Sixteen respondents, or 1.6.? per cent, required skill in 
office machines. Eight graduates listed 1'sel.f'-improvement" 
as the reason for their attending school. Other reasons 
reported by the respondents were: desire to learn Stenotype, 
advanced banking, and advanced accounting. 
A list of the schools attended by the graduates has 
been added to the Appendix. 
Since all of the business education graduates were 
required to enroll in the two-year shorthand class, the 
writer was interested in finding what percentage of the 
graduates actually used their shorthand skill. One 
hundred twenty-seven, or 60 per cent, of the respondents 
answered in the negative the question, uHave you used your 
shorthand skill. ? 1' Eighty-four graduates, or 40 per cent, 
reported that they had used their shorthand skill. at some 
time. 
e 
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TABLE XXIX 
NUMBER OF GRADUATES WHO HAD USED SHORTHAND SKILL 
Answer 
No 
Yes 
Total 
Number o:f 
Graduates 
211 
Per Cent o:f 
Total 
60 
40 
100 
The graduates were also asked to indicate the extent 
to which they were able to take dictation. Thirty-nine, 
or 47 per cent, o:f the respondents were able to take dicta-
tion at all times. Seventeen, or 20 per cent, reported 
that they were able to take dictation most o:f the time; and 
18, or 21 per cent, were able to take it occasionally. Ten, 
or 12 per cent, did not answer this question. 
TABLE XXX 
EXTENT TO WHICH THE GRADUATES WERE ABLE TO TAKE DICTATION 
Extent o:f Ability Number o:f Per Cent o:f Graduates Total 
At all times 39 47 
Most o:f the time 17 20 
Occasionally 18 21 
No answer 10 12 
Total 84 100 
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Seventeen of the S9 graduates who reported that they 
were able to get the dictation at all times had received 
additional training after high school graduati~n. Five of 
the respondents who indicated that they could take the 
dictation most of the time reported that they had additional 
shorthand training1 and three who reported that they could 
get it occasionally had taken additional shorthand courses. 
The opinions of the graduates concerning the business 
education program at Saint .Tobn High School are summarized 
in the following table. 
TABLE XXXI 
SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVING THE BUSINESS 
EDUCATION PROGRAM AT ST. JOBN HIGH SCHOOL 
Suggestions 
Add a eourse in business machines 
Add a course in business English 
Add a eourse in office procedures 
Provide more practice in transcription 
Provide three years of typewriting 
~ovide up-to-date equipment 
Offer two-year course in bookkeeping 
Offer a course in occupational information 
Offer a course in public speaking 
Number 
96 
S2 
20 
13 
12 
5 
5 
1 
1 
• 
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One hundred sixty-eight, or 62.2 per cent, of the 
graduates responded that, in their opinion, the program 
was satisfactory. Several of these respondents, however, 
suggested that the program be improved. Ninety-six grad-
uates, more than one-third of the 270 respondents, 
suggested that a course in business machines be included 
in the program. Business English, in the opinion of 32 
respondents, should be taught in the business course. 
According to the responses of 20 graduates, a course in 
office procedures should be offered in the business depart-
ment. Thirteen respondents suggested that more practice be 
given in·transcription. In the opinion of 12 respondents, 
another year should be added to the typewriting course, 
while five graduates were of the opinion that a two-year 
bookkeeping cotirse should be offered. Other opinions 
expressed by the graduates were as follows: the program 
was fair; up-to-date equipment should be provided; the 
seniors should be given a course in occupational informa-
tion; and a course in public speaking should be of:t'ered. 
Other suggestions are found in the "More-Emphasis-Needed-
in-School" column of Table x:x:xrr where the responses are 
listed according to activities • 
Job Activities 
The purpose of the check list section of the question-
naire was to deter~ne which office activities were most 
frequently performed by the graduates. To obtain this 
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information the responses of the cheek lists of 178 respond-
ents were tabulated. 
Table XXXII shows the total frequencies for the 96 
office activities arranged in order from the highest to the 
lowest frequency of' performance. nRank Numbern indicates 
where each activity falls in the order of total frequencies. 
The "Total Frequency" column indicates the number of respond-
ents performing the activity. This total was obtained by 
adding the various frequencies in each of the following col-
umns: uMore than two hours daily,tt rrFrom one to two hours 
daily," "Less than one hour daily, tt nonce or twice a week, u 
and uMonthly or less often.n 
The most frequently perf'armed activity was answering 
the telephone. one hundred nineteen respondents performed 
this activity. The lowest total frequency was for the 
Remington Automatic Printing machine. Only one respondent 
reported using this machine .. 
The ten most frequently perfo~ed activities according 
to rank were: answer telephone, address envelopes, copy 
from handwritten work, handle telephone calls' for employer, 
file alphabetically, fill~in printed f0rms, file numerically, 
meet callers, type form letters, and type inter-office 
correspondence. Of these ten activities, five were classified 
as typing activities; two, as filing; two, as other office 
activities; and one, as a secretarial activity. 
• 
• 
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The next ten most frequently performed activities 
according to rank were: type postal cards or index cards; 
:fold letters and insert into envelopes; type alphabetical. 
lists; open, sort, and distribute mail.; type invoices and 
statements; sort bills, slips-, or cheeks; compose letters 
at typewriter; type manuscripts an~ reports; take ~icta­
tion in shorthand and transcribe; and copy f-rom rough 
draft. In this second group there were five typing activ-
ities, two secretarial activities, two other office 
activities, and one filing activity. 
Of the activities on the check list, the ten which 
showed the lowest frequency of performance were the activ-
ities in which the :following machines were used: Burroughs 
calculator, Burroughs desk bookkeeping machine, Rex-o-graph 
liquid duplicator, Remington electric accounting machine, 
Underwood fanfold billing machine, gelatin duplicator, 
Oomptometer for multiplying, Ediphone transcribing machine, 
Dalton ca~culator, an4 Remington Automatic Printing machine. 
There were other activities reported that were not on the 
original cheek list, and tb.ese activities were included in 
the table because they were performed by more than one 
respondent. 
The majority of the typewriting, secretarial, book-
keeping, filing, and other office activities appears in the 
upper half of the frequency list. Thirty-seven of the 42 
office machines activities were ranked low in :frequency. 
~ (I) 
1 
l2i 
~ 
~ 
~ 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
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TABLE XXXII 
TOTAL FREQUENCIES OF TBE 9 6 ACTIVITIES PEBFOBIVIED 
BY TEE 178 RESPONDENTS AT THE TIME OF THE STUDY, 
ARRANGED IN ORDER OF FREQUENCY 
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Approximate Frequenc.y 
of Performanc.e 
~ ~!>a CIS Ul (.) r1l .s:l 0 (I) (I) (I) (I) if=~ g~ () ·r-{ Activity g. ..Pr-1 Or-l .,...{ 
..-4 ..P..-4 $:1~ i!= ~ (I) ~~ (I)~ ..p 0 ~ .s:l ~~ ~ ~.s:l 
'-Prll Orll ..p 0 
7 (I)~ a~ Ul~ ~ !Ctco (I) (I) .p..p 
..p ~.a 00 :.a () (I) .s:ICH 0 ~A §~ ~0 8 ~ ..:t 
Answer telephone 119 60 21 31 7 0 
Address envelopes 118 J.O 15 45 20 28 
Copy from handwritten 
work 107 26 17 19 26 19 
Handle telephone c.alls 
for employer ].06 51 13 30 8 4 
File alphabetically 102 14 21 35 26 6 
Fill in printed forms 95 17 9 20 20 2'7 
File numerically 86 16 14 29 21 6 
Meet callers 85 44 9 18 8 6 
Type form letters 83 7 12 20 22 22 
Type inter-office 
correspondence 80 ll 17 20 15 17 
Type postal cards or 
index cards 73 4 9 12 16 32 
~I 
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TABLE XXXII CONTINUED 
Approximate Frequency 
of' Performance 
~ ~ 0 a$ 01 Q) 0 jl: OJ 
~ ~ g~ ..p Q) <I) Q) Activity ~ s:t 0 .-I g. ..Pr-{ Ol""'i 0~ •n IZi oM ..P>M l""'i ~ Fi 
! 
Q) ·~~ a$ j~ ..p 0 .·~ Q)rQ ' s:t Fi ~ 
.POl 011.1 ..p 0~ 2~ .-I 
Q) ~' a~ tt.l~ a$ Q)<l) ..p..p 
..p ~0 ~.8 OJ 0 ()<I) s:IIH 0 ~,Q G>.Q Q ~. ~0 &:f .. H· 0 
12 Fold letters and insert 
into envelopes 70 9 12 2'7 10 12 
l3 Type alphabetical lists 67 l 3 6 16 4l 
l4.5 Open,- sort, and distribute 
mail 66 12 ].0 34 4 6 
14.5 .Type 'invoices and state-
menta 66 21 '7 lO 12 16 
16 Sort bills, slips, or 
checks 65. l4 13 19 lO 9 
17 Compose letters at 
typewriter 62 '7 11 15 16 13 
19 Type manuscripts and 
reports 6l '7 '7 10 ll 26 
19 Take dictation in short-
band and transcribe 61 15 12 12 ll ll 
19 Copy f'rom rough draf't 61 9 3 14 17 18 
21 Take charge of' of'f'ice dur-
ing employer's absence 60 21 13 10 8 8 
22 Type tabul.ated work 58 11 9 7 15 16 
23 Type master sheets f'or 
duplicator 56 '7 1 8 14 26 
24 Use Burroughs adding-
listing machine 54 9 14 16 8 7 
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i'ABLE XXXII CONTINUED 
Approximate Frequency-
o.f Performance 
~ ~ 0 <li fll () ;;: fll (!) s:l 0 .p~ (!) <1> (!) ~ (!) ~~ s:l () r-1 Activity & .Pr-1 Or-1 0~ •..-1 ..-i .P..-i rl ii= ~ 121 (!) ~~ as s:l..-i .p 0 ~ ~ 
(l)rtj 11~ IX! s:t ~ ~s:t 
.Pfll Ofll .p 0~ t""4 <1>~ a~ fll~ :a Cl). p:: a1 (I)CI) .p.p 
.p :~.8 00 fllO ()(!) s:t4-i 0 &!.Q <t>.Q s:til= 00 8 ~ ~ 0 ~ 
25.5 Keep :follow-up f'ile 52 6 6 20 17 3 
25.5 Cut stencils 52 3 0 5 19 25 
27 File by subject 51 4 6 17 15 9 
28 Type telegrams 50. l 5 10 13 21 
29 Use.Roya1 typewriter 47 30 4 2 7 4 
30 Balance cash 43 14 2 14 9 4 
51 Do messenger work 41 10 9 5 6 11 
32 Make·out receipts 40 12 3 15 6 4 
33 Do inventory and stock 
work 58 3 2 8 6 19 
' 
54 Make eross re:ferences 36 3 3 7 14 9 
.. 
35 Handle petty cash 34 12 1 11 5 5 
36 Do cashier work 32 17 4 5 3 3 
37 Figure and check invoices 31 12 8 5 l 5 
39 Use eleqtrie typewriter 30 20 3 2 3 2 
e· 39 Use Comptometer .for 
adding 30 15 6 2 7 0 
39 Make bank deposits 30 2 3 12 8 5 
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TAm:,E XXXII CONTINUED 
· Approximate· Frequency 
o:f Performance 
~ j>, 0 Q$ r1J 
Q) 0 l3li 11.1 
1 s:t 0 .pj>, Q) Q) ~ Q) .tj>, §j>, C) Activity g. Or-{ .,; ~ ..-{ .p.,; ..-{ ~ ~ Q) j~ (f)~ j~ .p 0 ~ ~ s:t ~ j>,s:t .p 0 !1l .p 0 ~Q) ·~ ~ r1J a~ «)~ .!:4 ~~ Q)Q) ~t: .p g,a m o ()Q) o_ ~.a Q).Q & ~. 00 E-4 1%1 ~I ~ 
41 Post to accounts receiv-
able ledger 28 7 7 6 6 2 
42 Type legal .forms 25 3 2 2 8 10 
43.5 Take dictation .from 
l'ecords 23 9 2 1 0 ll 
43 .• 5 Prepare payroll 23 3 2 2 9 7 
45.5 Operate telephone switch-
board 22 9 3 4 2 4 
45.5 Post to accounts payable 
ledger 22 4 5 5 5 3 
48.5 Prepare monthly bills 
from ledger 21 l 2 4 1 13 
48.5 Post to general ledger 21 6 3 2 4 6 
48.5 Use Co:mptometer .for 
subtracting 21 ll 7 l 2 0 
48.5 Prepare Government reports 21 2 0 3 2 14 
51 Type insurance policies 20 4 5 3 l 7 
52.5 Use Oomptometer 19 ll l 3 4 0 
52.5 Use Remington typewriter 19 6 5 4 2 2 
55.5 Use L. c. Smith typewriter 18 9 5 0 2 2 
55.5 Use Underwood typewriter 18 12 3 0 2 1 
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TABLE XXXII CONTINUED 
Ap~roximate Frequency 
o:f Performance 
~ 0 
"' 
O'l 
~ 0 
.t til Q) Q 0 Q) Q) Q) 
~ Q) ~;-; ~ g~ 0 n Activity & Or{ ~ eM .P-M r-1 ~ ~ Q) &~ Q)~ ~'2 0 i ~ .s:l Q rO .H ~ .PO'l 0 fll p o.!lll ~& 'al .<D ~ a~ 11l~ Q)Q) .P.P 
.p ~.8 0 0 O'l 0 0(1) QCH 0 ~.Q ~tt 51!= 00 8 ~ :at 
55 .. 5 Reconcile bank statements 18 0 0 0 0 18 
55.5 Keep a checkbook 18 2 5 5 4 2 
58.5 Use Mimeograph 17 2 3 0 7 5 
58.5 Use Ditto liquid dupli-
cat or 17 .2 0 4 '7 4 
60 Record entries in journals 16 5 1 6 3 1 
61 Take a trial balance 15 1 0 0 6 8 
62.5 Use a typewriter 14 9 1 1 2 1 
62.5 Use Monroe calculator 14 3 2 3 3 3 
64.5 Use Marchant calculator 12 2 3 3 3 1 
64.5 Prepare :financial state-
menta 12 l 0 0 l 10 
66 Friden calculator 10 0 1 2 5 2 
68.5 Use Dictaphone transcriber 9 4 0 l 2 2 
68.5 Use Sundstrand adding-
listing machine 9· 3 2 3 l 0 
68.5 Use 'bomptometer for 
dividing 9 5 2 1 1 0 
68.5 Use Victor adding-listing 9 1 3 3 l 1 
71.5 Take dictation directly 
at typewriter 8 0 1 1 2 4 
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TABLE XXXII CONTINUED 
_Approximate Frequency 
of' Performance 
J.f ~ 0 Clf l7l 
G) C) ~ l7l j s:l g~ ..p G) G) G) ,. Activity G) ~ §h C) t-1 & ..Pr-t Or-1 ~ ~ ....-1 .Por-I r-i ~ 
<1> ,j~ Clf ·j~ ..p 0 ,b4 &: G>rcl ~ s:l f rcl ~ ~ ..Pl7l Ol7l ..p o.b:f :ag p:: 
';1 (!)~ a~ Ul~ <l><D ..p..p 
..p ~.8 00 l7l 0 ()G) ,~It-t 0 J.f.s:l <l>..Q ~ 13= ' 00 
8 .)li:l fl:t ..:I 0 ~ 
71.5 Use Standard liquid 
dupJ.ica.tor 8 2 l l 4 0 
73 Use Burroughs caJ.culator 6 2 2 0 2 0 
4 Use I. B. M. machine 5 2 1 J. 0 1 
r'/7 Type cheeks 4 0 2 o· 2 0 
rt7 Use ':Beletype machine 4 1 0 0 2 1 
7 Use Remington adding machine 4 2 l l 0 0 
77 Use Burroughs desk book-
keeping 4 3 1 0 0 0 
77 Use Rex-o-g~aph J.iquid 
duplicator 4 0 0 l 2 l 
../ 
83.5 Use Remington electric 
accounting machine 3 l 0 l 0 1 
83.5 Use Underwood :fanfold 
billing machine 3' 2 0 0 0 l 
83.5 Use gelatin duplicator 3 1 0 2 0 0 
83.5 Take dictation over 
telephone 3 0 0 l 2 0 
3.5 Use postage meter 3 l· 0 2 0 0 
83.5 Use Addressograph 3 0 0 0 0 3 
3.5 Use Burroughs typewriter-
billing mao.hine 3 1 1 0 1 0 
3.5 Use Remington calculator 3 2 0 l 0 0 
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TABLE XXXII CONTIN"O;ED 
Approximate Frequency 
of Performance 
~ 0 QS Ol 
r.t 0 ,!!!: Ol 
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,&13= ~0 E-1 ~ IX! ....:~. 
91.5 Use Gomptometer for 
multiplying 2 1 0 l 0 0 
91.5 Use Ediphone transcriber· 2 2 0 0 0 0 
91.5 Use Dalton calculator 2 l 0 0 l 0 
1.5 Use Clary calculator 2 0 1 0 0 1 
1.5 Use Audograph 2 2 0 0 0 0 
1.5 Use Protectograph 2 0 0 0 2 0 
91.5 Make out checks 2 0 0 l l 0 
91.5 Use tagging machine 2 2 0 0 0 0 
96 Use Remington automatic 
printing machine 1 0 0 0 l 0 
*Not on original check list 
e· 
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The fo~~owing activities were not on the origina~ check 
~ist but they were reported as regular activities by the 
resp()ndents: 
Type record cards and certificates 
Type purchase oi"ders 
Type emp~oyees' time sheets 
Fi~e stenci~s 
Pull cards and certificates from files 
Pull records for court cases 
Figure office index 
Figure and check premiums 
Use co~~ating machine 
Use Remington Rand bookkeeping machine 
Use Burroughs tel~er machine 
Use National Cash posting machine 
Use Allen-Wales adding-listing machine 
Supervise office supp~ies 
Keep agents' records 
The 96 office activities performed by the graduates 
were classified under six headings and arranged in order 
of frequency of performance in each classification. This 
c~assified list of activities is shown in ~ab~e XXXIII. 
The first section shows the frequeneies o:f performance 
:for the 96 activities. Section II shows where these aetiv-
ities should be taught in the opinion of the graduates. 
The third section indicates the activities which the respond-
ents felt needed more emphasis in sehool. 
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~he typing activities which ranked high in frequency 
of performance were: address envelopes, copy from hand-
written work, fill in printed fo~, type form letters, 
type inter-office correspondence, type postal cards or index 
cards, type alphabetical lists, type invoices and statements, 
copy from rough draft, and type manuscripts and reports. In 
the opinion of the graduates all of these activities except 
".:f'ill in printed forms" should be taught in school, or both 
in school and on the job. The graduates also felt that 
more teaching emphasis should be placed on the following 
activities: copy from handwritten work, copy from rough 
draft, and type manusc.J:tipts and J:teports. Although the acti v-
ity ttcut stencils" J:tanked low in frequency of' perfoi"In.ance, 
this activity showed a high frequency in the "More-emphasis-
needed-in-school" column. 
Among the high-ranking frequencies in the secretarial 
activities were the following: handle telephone calls for 
employer, compose letters at typewriter, take dictation in 
• 
shorthand and transcribe, and take charge of' of'f'ice during 
employer's absence. The graduates· indicated that the activ-
ities "compose letters at typewriter," and "take dictation 
in shoJ:>thand and transcribe" should be taught in school, or 
both in school and on the job. The respondents also indi-
cated that more emphasis is needed in these activities. 
AJ..though the activity "take dictation from recoJ:>dsn ranked 
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low in rrequency, the graduates felt that more emphasis 
should be placed on the teaching of this activity in sehoo~. 
The filing activities which showed the highest fre-
quency of performance included the following: :file alpha-
betically; file numerically; and sort bills, slips, or 
checks. All of the filing activities, with the exception of 
"sort bills, slips, or checks," should be taught in school, 
or both in school and on the job, according to the responses 
of the graduates. The activity "file alphabetically" should 
receive more emphasis in school, according to the replies of 
16 graduates. 
The bookkeeping activities ranked low in frequency of 
performance yet the respondents felt that all of these activ-
ities, w1 th the exception of "prepare Government reports," 
should be taught in school. The frequencies in the "More-
emphasis-needed-in-school" column were low for the bookkeep-
ing activities. 
According to Table XXXIII, 146 respondents used the 
typewriter. The next most frequently used office machine, 
as indicated by the respondents, was the Burroughs adding-
listing machine. The activities involving the use of the 
electric typewriter, Comptom&ter, telephone switchboard, 
Ditto liquid duplicator, and Mimeograph were the next high-
est in frequency of performance. With the exception of the 
telephone switchboard, the graduates indicated that these 
machines, in their opinion, should be taught in school. 
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'The machines which the graduates thought should reeei ve more 
emphasis in school were the Burroughs ad.d1p.g-l1sting machine, 
electric typewriter, comptometer1 and the Dictaphone. 
The other office activities which ranked high in total 
frequency of performance as shown in Table XXXIII were: 
answer telephone; meet eallers; fold letters and insert into 
envelopes; and open, sort, and distribute mail. The grad-
uates felt that these activities, with the exception of "f'old 
letters and insert into envelopes," should be taught on the 
job. Although the two highest-ranking activities in this 
group, ttanswer telephone n and "meet callers," were low in 
school-training frequencies, these activities ranked highest 
in the "More-emphasis-needed-in-school" column. 
11_\ 
.. 
J 
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TABLE XXXIII 
THE TOTAL FREQUENCY OF PERFORMANCE OF THE 96 ACTIVITIES 
CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO TYPE OF ACTIVITY AND ARRANGED 
IN ORDER OF FREQUENCY 
Place to 
Approximate Frequency Learn 
o:f Performance Activity 
J;>;, 0 Q$ I'll ·,Q 
0 li= Ol t-iO 
Activity s:t 0 .p.l;>.. <0 <0 <0 0., <0 li=.l:>.o gf;>;, 0 t-i 0 p 
.Pt-i Ot-i ori ,QQ) 
01 ori +Iori t-i ~ f.! ,0 o..Q 
4) ~Q$ ~ ~~ .p 0 t-i 0 l'll.P ~ 1ll(j ~rQ 0 ., ,t{IQ f.! ~s:t .s ~s:l .j.)Ol 011.1 .p 0.!:.:1 ~ .no ~ ' ·<I> ~ a~ Ol~ :s:tQ) 0 ,QIQ Q)Q) .p.p Ol .p 
.p f-10 00 Ol 0 0<1> s:H-1 +~& 0 ~,Q ~,Q Q),Q §li= 00 ~ s::t E-1 !..:! ;2{ 0 ~ 
Typing Activities: 
Address envelopes l18 10 15 45 20 28 70 9 34 
Copy :from handwritten 
work 107 26 17 19 26 19 53 24 21 
Fill in printed forms 93 17 9 20 20 27 25 48 20 
Type :form letters 83 7 12 20 22 22 39 24 22 
Type inter-o:f:fice corres-
pondenee 80 11 17 20 15 17 25 36 22 
Type postal cards or 
index cards 73 4 9 12 16 32 34 22 17 
Type alphabetical lists . 67 1 3 6 16 41 45 11 14 
Type invoices and state-
menta 66 21 7 10 12 16 20 22 31 
Copy :from rough draft 61 9 3 14" 17 18 39 19 9 
Type manuscripts and 
reports 61 7 7 10 11 26 28 20 25 
' 
~ 
ori l(j 
~ 
<!) 
<!) 
~t-i 
Ol 0 
~.a Q$0 
,Qw 
~ Q) 
<I> 
f.! 
~ 
~ ., 
20 
8 
4 
4 
3 
5 
8 
13 
1l 
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TABLE .. XXXIII CONTINUED 
Place to 
s:t Approximate Frequency Learn or-1 
of Performance Activity rd 
(I) 
' 
rd 
(I) 
(I) 
~ 0 a$ 11'.1 .0 J::tr-1 0 ~ 11'.1 r-IO 
Activity Q 0 ..p~ (I) (I) (I) 0.,..., VlO (I) ~~ g~ 0 r-1 ' .SCI) ~.8 g. ..Pt-1 Or-1 i ~~ .Por-I r4 J:.t .0 o..ct J1g (I) .aS &'" ..p 0 r-1 0 Ol..P & <Drd ..ct~ 0 .,..., ~ Q ~ ~s:t 
.8 QQ ..PVl Oo'.l .p OM ~(I) .8 .no (I) 
ral (I) ~ a~ fila 0 (I) (I) ..p.p 17l ..p ..ctrd (I) 
.p HO o,a ~.8 0(1) . .l=t Ci-1 .p& H 0 ~..ct ~j!: 00 ~ Q ~ E-1 ~ 1-=1 0 ~ ·0 ~ 
TI2ing Activities (Cont 1d.): 
Type tabulated work 58: 11 9 7 15 16 46 6 12 8 
Type master sheets for 
dup1icator 56 7 1 8 14 26 30 14 18 8 
Cut stencils 52 3 0 5 19 25 35 7 13 18 
Type telegrams 50 1 5 10 13 21 28 26 11 5 
Type 1egal .forms 25 3 2 2 8 10 14 16 9 9 
Type insurance policies 20 4 5 3 1 7 10 18 8 4 
Type checks 4 0 2 0 2 0 1 1 2 0 
Secretarial Activities: 
Handle telephone calls 
.for employer 106 51 13 30 8 4 19 48 23 17 
Compose letters at type-
writer 62 7 11 1.5 1.6 13 36 7 1.8 22 
Take dictation in short-
hand and transcribe 61. 15 1.2 1.2 1.1. 1.1 60 0 7 1.2 
Take charge of office dur-
ing employer's absence 60 21 1.3 10 8 8 5 38 15 1 
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TABLE XXXIII CONTINUED 
Place to Q Approximate Frequency Learn oM 
o:f -Performance Activity 10 
(I) 
'0 
(I) 
(I) 
1>:. 0 ai ttl .0 s:l 
C) 1!: O'l no H 
Activity >=I 0 .p~ (I) <I) <I) 0.., O'l 0 "(I) !~ gl>:. C) r-i .a (I) ~.a & Or-i oM r-i .P..-1 r-i 11: H .g o.:Q m o 
<I) >=l..-1 Cl1 j~ .p 0 r-1 O'l.P .:QO'l H 1\~· Q)'lj 0 .., ~ ll:! s:l H 1>:. 
.a s:ls:l .p 0 ll'l .p 0..!:!1 2~ <I) ..-10 CD ~ l7l a a O'la () .Q ~~ CI)Q) .P.P O'l .p .Qrcj <I) .p ~.8 ~.8 C) (I) Q'f-1 -PgJ H 0 ~.a &ji!: ~0 s:l s:l s 0 8 ll:!" H H 0 ~ 
Secretarial Activities 
Continued~ 
Take dictation f'rom record~ 23 9 2 l 0 11 26 2 9 11 
Take dictation directly 
at typewriter 8 0 1 1 2 4 8 l 3 2 
Take dictation over tele-. 
phone 3 0 0 1 2 0 1 0 1 1 
Filing Activities: 
File alphabetically ~02 14 21 35 26 6 69 6 19 16 
File numerically 86 16 14 29 21 6 47 11 17 6 
Sort bills, slips, or 
cheeks 65 14 13 19 10 9 9 29 16 5 
Keep .follow-up f'ile 52 6 6 20 17 3 15 22 13 4 
File by subject 51 4 6 17 15 9 25 10 18 6 
Make cross ref'erenees 36 3 5 7 14 9 18 13 11 4 
Bookkeeping Activities: 
Balance cash 43 14 2 14 9. 4 20 12 11 6 
Handle petty cash 34 12 l ll 5 5 12 l5 10 4 
'7/ 
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TABLE. XXXIII CONTINUED 
Place to 
Approximate Frequency Learn s:t 
.,-t 
•· of' Performance Activity td 
co 
td 
co 
co ~ 0 Qf (1l rl.g s:t 0 ~ m H 
Activity Q 0 ..p~ co co co 0~ m o <I) ·j;: ~ g~ 0 H .aQ) ~.a & .Pr-l Or-l .,-t ....t .P"•r-l t-t 151 s:.. .0 o,Q ai 0 co -~~ ai !~ .p 0 r-l 0 l'll..P .Qm & <l)'lj 0 ~ ~ Q ~ ~Q ..8 QQ .Pfll Ol7l .p o.!:s:l co -no t-1 co~ aS 01~ ~co 0 .Q ..Qro Qf coco .p.p l'll ..p co 
.p 
.J:.IO 0..8 1110 oco Qft-.1 ..PQ S:.. 0 o.Q ~- co.Q QISI 0 0 Q ~ sai 0 E-1 -~ lit' H• 0 ~ H 0 ~ 
Bookkeeping Activities 
Continued: 
Figure and check invoices 31 1.2 8 5 1 5 14 10 11 3 
Make bank deposits 30 2 3 12 8 5 9 14 9 4 
Post to accounts receiv-
able ledger 28 "7 7 6 6 2 17 1 1.2 4 
Prepare payroll 23 3 2 2 9 7 6 13 10 5 
Post to accounts payable· 
ledger 22 4 5 5 5 3 15 2 '10 2 
Prepare Government reports 21 2 0 3 2 14 6 1.5 7 3 
Prepare monthly bills from 
ledger 21 l 2 4 1 13 10 7 6 3 
Post to general ledger 21. 6 3 2 4 6 1.9 3 5 3 
Keep a checkbook 18 2 5 5 4 2 1.8 3 4 2 
Reconcile bank statements 18 0 0 0 0 18 12 5 8 4 
Record entries'in journals 16 5 l 6 3 l 15 1 3 2 
Take a trial balance 15 1 0 0 6 8 15 1 9 5 
Prepare financial state-
ments 12 1 0 0 1 10 1.0 4 8 5 
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TABLE XXXIII GOBTI:IUED 
Place to ~ Approximate Frequency Learn oM 
o:f Performance Activity rd 
<1) 
rd 
G) 
G) 
p, 0 aS Ul .0 ~ 
() !5: I'll r-10 H 
s:t 0 .p <D G) <D O"r-:l UlO 
Activity G) !5:~ ~ g~ 0 t-l .8(1) ~r8 g. .Pe-t Or{ ...... 
..... .P..-4 rl ~ ~ ,.0 o.ct ;!~ CD .j~ G)~ ~~ .p 0 t-l 0 Ul.P ~ O· "'""11 ~ P:! s:t ~ ~$:! 
.8 s:ts:t .POl 001 .p 0~ ~G) 11 or-10 G) ~ G) ~ a~ Ul~ () ,s:trd (I) G) .p.p Ul .p G) 
.p ~.a o,a ~.a ()G) s:tCf-.1 ~~ ~ 0 &· g~. 00 t:1 s:t ~ E-i ·~ H , ~ 0 ~ 
Office Machines Used: 
Burroughs adding-listing 54 9 14 16 R .7 37 4 9 19 
Royal typewriter 47 30 4 2 7 4 40 0 2 7 
Electric typewriter 30 20 3 2 3 2 21 3 5 13 
Oomptometer for adding 30 15 6 2 7 0 19 3 4 19 
Telephone switchboard 22 9 3 4 2 4 3 19 2 5 
Oompt0meter for subtracting 21 11 7 1 2 0 15 3 3 16 
Gomptometer 19 ll i 3 4 0 13 3 4 15 
Remington typewriter 19 6 5 4 2 2 20 l 0 7 
Uhderwood typewriter 18 12 3 0 2 1 12 0 2 3 
L. a. Smith typewriter 18 9 5 0 2 2 14 5 l 4 
Ditto liquid duplicator 17 2 0 4 7 4 10 7 6 4 
Mimeograph 17 2 3 0 7 5 15 4 4 5 
Monroe calculator 14 3 2 3 3 3 9 2 7 7 
Typewriter 14 9 1 l 2 l 11 0 1 5 
Marchant calculator 12 2 3 3 3 1 8 1 4 ·6 
Friden·caJ.cuJ.ator 10 0 l 2 5 2 7 3 4 6 
11'.1 
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TABLE XXXIII CONTINUED 
Place to 
Approximate Frequency Learn $:1 oM 
of Per.f'oztmanee Activity 
rd 
CD 
rd 
CD 
CD ~ 0 
"' 
l7l p. Q () !!= l7l r-lO H 
Activity s:t g~ .p~ CD <I> CD o·~ l7l 0 CD g~ () r-l ]CD ..-10 p ..Pr-1. Or-l oM l7l.s:l 04 ..-I ..P..-1 r-l ~ ~ p. o.Q 1!~ CD ~~ CD~ j~ ..p 0 r-l 0 Ol.P &: 0 tr-:1 ~ ;Q §Ill ~ ~ 
.8 s:ts:t ,POl .p 0 :a~ CD triO CD ~ CD~ a~ Ol~ ~ C) .s:l CDCD .p.p l7l .p $"g CD ..p ~.8 00 ~.8 ()CD s:t«H t. 0 &!.s:l c§li: 00 s:t g Ocd ~ E-f ~ J..::t ~ H j:Q, 
Office Machines Used 
Continued: 
Vietor adding-listing 9 1 3 3 1 1 7 0 4 2 
Sundstrand adding-listing 9 3 2 3 1 0 9 2 3 6 
Comptometer .for dividing 9 5 2 1 1 0 9 2 3 10 
Dictaphone transcribing 9 4 0 1 2 2 12 2 2 10 
Standard liquid duplicator 8 2 1 1 4 0 7 3 3 5 
Burroughs calculator 6 2 2 1 2 0 10 2 3 6 
I. B. M. machine 5 2 1 1 0 1 0 3 1 1 
Burroughs desk bookkeeping 4 3 l 0 0 0 5 4 1 4 
Rex-o-graph liquid dupli-
eator 4 0 ' 0 1 2 1 5 4 2 3 
Teletype 4 1 0 0 2 1 0 3 0 0 
Remington adding machine 4 2 1. 1 0 0 3 1. 0 3 
Underwood fanfold billing 3 2 0 0 0 l 5 3 2 3 
Remington electric account-
ing 3 1 0 1 0 l 3 3 1 1 
A 
t/ ' 
TABLE XXXIII COIDITINUED 
Approximate Frequency 
·of Performance 
1>:. 0 gJ Ul 
0 js'l l7l 
Activity & 0 .p Q) Q) <I) ~~ 1>:. S~>:. 0 r-1 & Or-1 '" ~~ .P..-1 ~::l ~ ~ <D gJ .p &: Q)<tj ~Q 1-1 l>:.J:t OUl OM :a<D ~. ll)~ a~ !1.1 ~ Q)ll) .p.p 
.p ~.a 0 0 !1.1 0 C)ll) .Q~ 0 ~ ~~ ll>.Q g~ 00 6-1 ~ :a! 
Of'fice Machines Used 
Continued: 
Gelatin duplicator 3 1 0 2 0 0 
Postage meter 3 J. 0 2 0 0 
Addressograph 5 0 0 0 0 3 
Burroughs typewriter-
billing 3 1 1 0 1 0 
Remington calculator 3 2 0 1 0 0 
Comptometer f'or multiplying 2 1 0 1 0 0 
Dalton calculator 2 ·1 0 0 1 0 
Ediphone transcribing 2 2 0 0 0 0 
Clary calculator 2 0 1 0 0 1 
A udograph 2 2 0 0 0 0 
Protectograph 2 0 0 0 2 0 
Tagging machine 2 2 0 0 0 0 
Remington .automatic 
printing 1 0 0 0 1 0 
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Place to Q Learn 
'" Activity <0 
Q) 
<0 
Q) 
<I) 
,0. Q 
r-IO r-1 
0....., Ul 0 
0 
"@.8 
-51i ,0. 1!~ t-1 0 Ul.P 
0 .., f! 
.8 s;:t'Q <I) ..-10 <I) 
0 
..ct ~<0 Ul· .p ll) 1-1 ~ ~ ~~ 0 0 ~ 
3 3 3 4 
0 3 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 1 1 0 
1 l 1 2 
3 1 1 3 
5 2 3 3 
6 0 2 6 
0 1 0 0 
2 0 0 0 
0 2 0 0 
0 1 0 0 
4 3 2 2 
'1 '1 
' 
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TAELE XXXIII CONTil\iiOED 
Place to 
Approximate Frequency Learn ~ of' Performance Activity 
rd 
Cl> 
reS 
Cl> 
Cl> ~ 0 m 10 
,.;'8 ~r-1 C) ji'; u:l 
Activity s 0 .p~ Cl> CD CD 0 •l"';l 100 ~~ §~ C) r{ 0 "@,8 & .PI""' Or{ oM ~~ oM .Port r{ Is: ~ ,.0 cdO 
,CI> ~:! al j~ .p 0 r-i 0 IO.P .QIO &: CDtd 0 ., ~ <.Q s::t ~ ~ 
.8 s::ttt .POl 010 .p 0 :a~ ~ <riO (I) ,.; (I) a a~ u:~a ):11 0 al CD <D ..P.p 10 .p .Qrd <D 
.p ~.8 0 0 ~.8 O<D t'IIH .Ps:l ~ 0 &:.Q s:l!s: 0 0 t1 s:l ~al 0 E-1 -~ H· 0 ~ H 0 ~ 
Other Of'f'ice Activities: 
Answer telephone 119 60 21 31 7 0 13 57 17 11 
Meet eaJ.J.ers 85 44 9 18 8 6 12 38 18 10 
Fold ~etters and insert 
into envelopes 70 9 12 27 10 12 36 16 7 2 
Open, sort, and distribute 
mail 66 12 10 34 4 6 9 35 10 2 
Do messenger work 41 10 9 5 6 11 4 21 9 0 
Make out receipts 40 12 3 15 6 4 11 15 10 2 
Do inventory and stock 
work 38 3 2 8 6 19 7 21 9 1 
Do cashier work 32 17 4 5 3 3 3 ).6 11 0 
Make out checks 2 0 0 )_ 1 0 1 0 1 0 
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Table XXXIV shows the significance of the total fre-
quencies of the 96 office act'ivities performed by the graduates. 
In this table the activities which were performed "More than 
two hours every day" were considered as "Major" activities. 
The activities which were performed from "o~e to two hours 
daily" and "Less than one hour daily" were considered as 
"Regular" activities. The activities wbieh were performed 
nonce or twice a week" and "Monthly or less often° were 
grouped as "occasional" activities. 
, The "Major" and "Regular., were then added together and 
divided by the "Major," "Regular," and "occasional" to obtain 
the percentage of frequency of performance. 
To determine where these activities should be taught in 
the opinion of the graduate.s, the responses :for "School 11 and 
nBoth in school and on the job" were added together and 
divided by the total of the "In school," "on the job, u and 
"Both in school and on the jobrr responses. 
Of the ten activ'ities which ranked bigh in total fre-
quency of performance only three had high ratings in :favor , 
of school training. The activity ":f'ile alphabeticaily" had 
a rat'ing of 94 per cent; "address envelopes," 92 per cent; 
and "numerical filing," 85 per cent. 
In the next group of ten activities, a rating of 100 
per cent is shown for the activity rttake dictation in short-
hand and transcribe, tt while the activity "compose letters at 
typewriter" had a school-training rating of 89 per cent. 
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High ratings for school training were also given to the 
following activities: use typewriter, use Victor adding-
listing machine, type tabulated work, post to accounts receiv-
able ledger, record entries in journals, take a trial balance, 
use Burroughs adding-listing machine, and take dictation 
directly at the typewriter. 
Among the activities which received a low school-training 
rating were the following: answer telephone; handle telephone 
calls for employer; fill in printed forms; meet callers; open, 
sort, and distribute mail; sort bills, slips, or checks; take 
charge of offic.e during employer's absence; do· messenger work; 
do inventory and stock work; do cashier work; operate tele-
phone switchboard; prepare Government reports; use Teletype 
machine, and use I. B .. M .. machine. 
~ 
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TABLE XXXIV 
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE TOTAL FREQUENCY OF THE 96 ACTIVITIES 
PERFORMED BY THE 17 8 RESPONDENTS 
-
1! 
~ 
-- -
+' 
r-1 ~~ -s::1 g 
'" 
r-lrl )l:l<D ~ '"'" <D+I ~~ ~<DCH +'Ji::O rO 
• 
"j;!cdtll ~ til ~ .. 
* 
~ 
t>ah .Ptllh 
..-t 17.1 
Activity () .P<D<D H s:t .p ~h VOr-l 0 0 
.(I) 
"j;!<.\l ..-t rl ~or!· p::; +- 0 & .Pt\l r-1~~ + ,.ct,a ~~ 0 Q ,0 00 (I) ·~ ( ·1} cd p::; rl 0 ttl ....., ~ s:t~~ :z: 0 ....., 
Jl:l ( ~+'' ~ r-1 .p ~0~ + .8 s:t cd 
.8 '" r-1 ft.! (I) ~a17l 17.1CI>.P :z: 0 
.s:t cd 014 Otll cdos:t 17.1 +' 
.p ..,0 
(I)&! s os:to .p 0 ~.5 ()O:al s:t s:t 0 E-l p::; ............. (D .............. r H 0 I:Q 
Answer telephone 1~9 60 52 7 94 13 57 17 
-. 
Address envelopes 118 10 60 48 59 70 9 34 
.. 
Copy from handwritten 
work ~07 26 36 45 58 53 24 21 
Handle te~ephone calls 
for employer 106 5~ 43 12 87 ~9 48 23 
File alphabetica~ly 102 14 56 32 69 69 6 ~9 
Fill in printed forms 93 17 29 47 49 25 48 20 
File numerically 86 ~6 43 27 69 47 ll 17 
Meet callers 85 44 27 14 84 12 38 18 
Type form letters 83 7 32 44 50 39 24 22 
Type inter-office 
correspondence 80 ~l 37 32 60 25 36 22 
iE-The sum of "Majorn plus trRewn:ar" activities divided by the 
total of "Major," "Regular, and "occasionaln activities. 
·**-The sum o:f "In sehoo~ tt p~us "Both in school and on the job" 
responses divided by the tota~ o:f ttin school,n non the ~ob," 
and 8 Both in school and on the job" responses. 
= 
...., 
1-;) t'4 
r/.1 
-\-+ 1-;) 
fJl 
+-
til 
34 
92 
76 
47 
94 
48 
85 
44 
72 
57 
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TABLE XXXIV CONTINUED 
-
Jj 
~ 
--
' 
- l 
-P 
t-1 ~~ 
-a 
..-I r-IM ~CI) .Q ~ ..-1..-1 <D.P 0 alai ~(I) CI-t 
tdrd -P~O rd 
• ..-1 ~ ~ lT.I ~ .. ~ailT.I t~ (I) ~ ~.a -PI1llf ..-I l1l $ ~ ~ Activity C) t!.EI ..j.:)<l)(l) 0 ,..... .Q -P OOM 0 (J) "f;!C\1 ..-1 t-{ ~..-I ~ + ;a ,o ~ + ~ & ~C\l.Q ~$4 ..Qo ~ M ..-Is:! r-I.PO + ~ ,0 ()~ (I) ~1\ ~'1\ ai t-1 0 Ol ~ & s:tJ:.t~ ~ + 0 ~ Ef.l + <lf-P HM.P ~0~ 
.a s:t ~ ~ ai ~ <D ..-1 
-,..... H<D '§,a l1l l1l Q) ..j.:) 0 .Q aJ OH OOl aiOs:;t I'll -P ..Q 
-P ., 0 (I)&~ ()•s:! 0 .p 0 cd~ 00!2:l ~ s:l ,E E-1 ::e~- p:t ...... ~...; o ...... ..._. 0 
11 Type postal cards or 
index. cards 73 4 21 48 34 34 22 17 70 
12 Fold letters and insert 
into envelopes 70 9 39 22 69 36 16 7 73 
13 Type alphabetical lists 67 1 9 57 15 45 11 14 84 
14.5 Open, sort, and 
distribute mail 66 12 44 10 85 9 35 10 35 
14.5 Type invoices and 
statements 66 21 17 28 58 20 22 31 70 
16 Sort bills, slips, or 
checks 65 14 32 19 71 9 29 16 46 
17 Compose letters at 
typewriter 62 7 26 29 53 36 7 18 89 
19 Type manuscripts and 
reports 61 7 17 37 39 28 20 25 73 
19 Take dictation in short-
hand and transcribe 61 15 24 22 64 60 0 7 100 
19 Copy from rough draft 61 9 17 35 43 39 19 9 72 
21 Take charge of office 
during employer's 
absence 60 21 23 16 73 5 38 15 34 
22 Type tabuJ..ated work 58 11 16 31 47 46 6 12 91 
L_ ---- -
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TABLE XXXIV CODTINUED . 
~ { ~ )>;)• -~ ' 
-
.p 
r-i ~~ 
-a s::j oM rlr-i ~Q) 
<lS -.4-M (!).,P 0 
IQ ~~ t:'<DtH rtj ~0 
~ • ~<dt'll ~ <D o:r P:> • • t~ ~ ~ P:>l! .po:r.a ~(!)~ ...., Activity 0 r-t s:t .p ~it VOr-l $ 0 0 62 ~ Q) ~w ..-I rl ~~- + 0,.0 ...., +-g. .j.)c;\1 Ill ..Qo ~ :Sj () s:t f.:! .p 0 ~ IXt ,0 ()"n ~ ...., ~ Q) «:Stfl} <lS r-i 0 t1l ~ 0 . s:t~P:> + 0 .., + + ~ ~ e:(.p ~rl.P OO:rj + 
.8 s:t ~Q),P :a! :a! <D ..-1 ~ r4 $.4(!) gf=lt'll () ,Q 
,Q I'Jl Q$ 0~ Ot'll <lSVs:l o:r .p 
.p ~0 bi}~Q) Vs:IO .p 
0 <d:al <Di!t!H ~O:al t:\ s:t 0 E-i ' :al'- P:::-'-' ........... : 0 ~ 
23 Type master sheets 
f'or duplicator 56 7 9 40 29 30 14 18 77 
24 Use Burroughs adding-
listing machine 54 9 30 15 72 37 4 9 92 
25.5 Keep follow-up file 52 6 26 20 62 15 22 13 56 
25 .. 5 Cut stencils 52 3 5 44 15 35 7 13 87 
27 File by subject 51 4 23 24 53 25 10 18 81 
28 Type telegrams 50 1 15 34 32 28 26 11 60 
29 Use Royal typewriter 47 30 6 11 77 40 0 2 100 
30 Balance cash 43 14 16 13 68 20 12 11 72 
31 Do messenge_r work 41 10 14 17 59 4 21 9 39 
32 Make out receipts 40 12 18 10 ?5 11 15 10 58 
33 Do inventory and stock 
werk ,38 3 10 25 34 ? 21 9 43 
• 
34 Make cross ref'erence.s 36 3 10 23 33 18 13 11 69 
35 Handle petty cash 34 12 12 10 71 12 15 10 59 
36 Do cashier work 32 17 9 6 81 3 16 11 47 
37 Figure and check invoices 31 12 13 6 81 14 10 11 71 
39 Use electric typewriter 30 20 5 5 83 21 3 5 89 
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TABLE XXXIV GONTINUED 
Q) 
-
.t:t ~ 
-- -
.p 
r-i ~~ 
-o 
.,.; r-ir-i ,.!stQ) 0 en ..-1..-1 a>.P 0 
·rcj ~~ ~Q)Ci-1 
~ • 
~-~ 0 ~ Q) ill ~ .. ~aS: ~ ~ ~lt .PUll:! * I., Activity C) ~lJ j..:i ([) Q) r-l f4 Q .p ~0.-l 
* 
0 0,.0 
-\... l2i Q) •r-f Ol .,.; r{ .r-f· 00 I., 
..!st & I> .POO -!~~ ext + .Q"r;l rJl I., .,.;~ 0 s:l .PO ..0 C) ~ <!) "6~ ~- l '11 en ~ p:; r-i· 0 Ul + & 0~~ 0 "r;) i-~ ~.P· ~r-i.P ~0~ ~ + 0 ~ .fa QS -~ .t:t ([) fl2 1""'1 ~Q) 9J:{Ul UlQ).P 0 .Q tl1 0~ Orll aSOs:l Ul .p ~ .p Of? 0 tli}~Q) Os:IO 0 'QS ~ Q) Iii ..:I 00~ t:i § 8 ~- ~-- 5 ............... 
39 Use Gomptometer for 
adding 30 15 8 7 77 19 3 4 88 
39 Make bank deposits 30 2 15 13 57 9 14 9 56 
41 Post to accounts receiv-
able ledger 28 7 13 8 71 17 1 12 97 
42 Type legal forms 25 3 4 18 28 14 16 9 59 
43.5 Take dictation from 
records 23 9 3 11 52 26 2 9 95 
43.5 Prepare payroll 23 3 4 16 30 6 13 10 55 
45 .. 5 Operate telephone 
switchboard 22 9 '7 6 73-- 3 19 2 21 
45.5 Post to accounts 
payable ledger 22 4 10 8 64 15 2 10 93 
48.5 Prepare monthly bills 
from ledger 21 1 6 14 33 10 7 6 70 
48.5 Post to general ledger 21 6 5 10 52 19 3 5 89 
48.5 Use Gomptometer for 
subtracting 21 11 8 2 90 15 3 3 86 
48 .. 5 Prepare Government 
reports 21 2 3 16 24 6 15 7 46 
51 Type insurance policies 20 4 8 8 60 10 18 8 50 
___ ..--~ 
·- _......:!! 
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TABLE XXXIV CONTINUED 
(!) 
- ~ ~ 
-"""' 
-r-1 ~~- -.Q 
.,; r-lr-1 ..!xl<D Q 
g:f or-lor-! <D.P 0 
rd ~~ ~<Dtf-f .p J!: 0 ro 
~ • ..-t ~ (!) ~ t1.l .p... ... p. g:f. O'l 
= ~ ~ .~l:l .PO'l.a or-! 11.1 Activity (.) .P<D<D r-1 $:!· .p "j;!it (.)Or{ >~ 0 o.a 
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52.5 use Oomptometer 19 11 4 4 '79 13 3 4 85 
52.5 use Remington typewriter 19 6 9 4 79 20 1 0 90 
55.5 Use L. 0. Smith type~ 
writer 18 9 5 4 78 14 5 1 79 
55 .. 5 Use Underwood typewriter 18 12 3 3 83 12 0 2 100 
55.5 Reconcile bank statements 18 0 0 18 0 12 5 8 80 
55.5 Keep a checkboo·k ].8 2 10 6 67 18 3 4 88 
58.5 Use Mimeograph 17 2 3 12 29 15 4 4 83 
58.5 use Ditto liquid 
duplicator 17 2 4 11 35 10 7 6 70 
.. 
60 Record entries in 
journal l6 5 7 4 75 15 l 3 94 
61 Take a trial balance 15 l 0 14 67 15 1 9 96 
62.5 use a typewriter 1.4 9 2 3 71 1.1 0 1. 100 
62.5 Use Monroe calculator 14 3 5 6 71 9 2 '7 89 
' 64.5 Use Marchant calculator ].2 2 6 4 67 8 1 4 92 
64.5 Prepare f~nancial 
statements 12 1 0 11 83 10 4 8 82 
66 Use Friden calculator 1.0 0 3 7 30 7 3 4 79 
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68 .. 5 Use Dictaphone 
transcribing machine 9 4 l 4 56 12 2 2 88 
68.5 Use Sundstrand adding-
listing machine 9 3 5 l 89 9 2 3 80 
68.5 Use Comptometer for 
dividing 9 5 3 l 89 9 2 3 80 
68.5 Use Victor adding-listing 9 l 6 2 78 7 0 4 100 
71.5 Take dictation directly 
I 2 6 25 at typewriter 8 0 8 l 3 92 
71.5 Use Standard liquid 
duplicator 8 2 2 4 50 7 3 3 77 
73 Use Burroughs calculator 6 2 2 2 65 10 2 3 85 
74 Use I. B .. M .. machine 5 2 2 1 80 0 3 l 25 
77 . Type checks 4 0 2 2 50 1 1 2 75 
77 Use Teletype machine 4 l 0 3 25 0 ·.3 0 0 
77 Use Remington adding 
machine 4· 2 2 0 100 3 l 0 75 
77 Use Burroughs desk 
bookkeeping 4 3 l 0 100 5 4 l 60 
77 Use Rex-o-graph liquid 
duplicator 4 0 1 3 25 5 4 2 64 
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!ABLE XXXIV CONTINUED 
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83.5 Use Remi.ngton~l.eotrio 
accounting ebine 3 l 1 1 67 3 3 1 57 
83.5 Use Underwood
1
fanfold 
billing mael;rl.ne 3 2 0 1 6'7 5 3 2 70 
83.5 Us~ gelatin d~licator 3 1 2 0 ~00 3 3 3 67 
83.5 Take dietatiof over 
telephone 3 0 1 2 33 1 0 1 ~00 
. I 
3 .. 5 Use postage m~ter 3 1 2 0 ~00 0 3 0 0 
3 .. 5 Use Addressog~aph 
I 3 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 
I 
3.5 Use Burroughs~typewriter-
billing mae-ine 3 1 1 1 67 0 l 1 J.oo 
3.5 Use Remingtonlealculator 3 2 1 0 100 1 1 1 67 
I 
91.5 I Use Oomptometer for 
multiplyingj 2 1 1 0 100 3 1 1 80 
91.5 Use Ediphone iranscribing 
I 
2 2 0 0 100 6 0 2 100 
91.5 Use Dalton caiculator 
. I . 2 1 0 1 50 5 2 3 80 
91.5 Use I 2 0 1 1 50 0 1 0 0 Glary calculator 
91 .. 5 use 
I . 
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The findings reported in Tables XXXII, XXXIII, and 
XXXIV are summarized in Table xxxv'. In this table the 
activities are classified accor~ng to type of activity. 
Within each classification the activities are listed in 
order of rank, and for each activity both·a time-frequency 
rating and a school-training rating are given in per cent. 
Although the first ten typing activities listed in 
Table XXXV were hig4 in total frequency of performance, 
only five had time-frequency ratings of over 50 per cent. 
Both the activities rrtype inter-office correspondenceu and 
ntype insurance policiesu bad a time-frequency rating of 
60 per cent, while the schooi~tra:tning ratings for these 
activities were 57 and 50 per cent, respectively. The 
activities ''type alphabetical lists" and "cut stencils 11 
were in the upper third of the tot~ frequency list, yet 
the time-frequency rating for both of these activities was 
15 per cent. This rating was low because the activities 
were performed only occasionally. The school-training 
ratings for these activities were high. The typing activ-
ities which had a school-training rating of 90 per cent or 
higher were "address envelopes" and "type tabulated work." 
The secretarial activities which rated high in time-
frequency were "handle telephone calls for employer, u 
87 per cent, and ntake charge of office during employer's 
absence, u '73 per cent. ncompose letters at typewriteru 
had a time-frequency rating of' 53 per cent and a schoo~­
training rating of' 89 per cent.. Other activities whieh 
bad a high rating in schoo~ training were as follows: 
90 
take dictation in s)iorthand and transci>ibe, take dictation 
over telephone, take dictation f'rom records, and-take dicta-
tion directly at typewriter. 
The activity "sort bills, slips, or checks" had the 
highest time-frequency rating .fgr the .filing activities. 
The only .filing activity which received a schoql-training 
rating o.f over 90 per cent was "f'ile alphabetically." 
nFile numericallyrr had·a rating o:f 85 per cent, while ":file 
by subjectn had a rating o.f 81 per cent. 
nBa~ance cashtr was the only bookkeeping activity which 
ranked in the upper third o.f the tota~ frequency list. This 
activity had a time-frequency rating of' 68 per cent and a 
school-training rating of' 72 per cent. The following activ-
ities had a time-frequency rating of' 70 per cent or higher: 
:figure and check invoices, prepare financial statements, 
handle petty cash, post to accounts receivable ledger, and 
record entries in journals. The activities which bad a school-
training rating of' 90 per cent or higher were: post to 
accounts receivable ledger, post to accounts payable ledger, 
record entries in journals, and take a trial balance. 
q' 
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The office machines activities, which ranked in the 
upper half of the total frequency list, bad a time-frequency 
rating of 73 per cent or higher. These activities, with the 
exception of tttelephone swi ~chboard," received a high rating 
in school training. Other off'ice·machines which received 
school-training ratings of' 80 per cent or higher were: 
.eomptometer, Remington typewriter:, Underwood typewriter, 
Mimeograph, Monroe ealcu.l.ator, Marchant calculator, Victor 
adding-listing, Sundstrand adding and listing, Dictaphone 
transcribing, and Burroughs ealcu.l.ator. 
The majority of the other office activities bad high 
time-frequency ratings. · uAnswer telephone" had the highest 
time-frequency rating, 94 per cent, and the lowest school-
training rating, 34 per cent. ~he activity which reeeived 
the highest school-training rating was "fold letters and 
insert into envelopes." The remaining activities had low 
school-training ratings. 
In Chapter V the findings are summarized and recommenda-
tions are made for the improvement of the business program. 
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TABLE XXXV 
. SIGNIFICANCE OF ACTIVITIES IN EACH CLASSIFICATION 
Time- Slahool-
Rank A~tivity frequency training Rating in Rating in 
Per Cent Per Cent 
Typing Activities 
2 Address envelopes 59 92 
3 Copy from handwritten work 58 76 
6 Fill in printed f'orms 49 48 
9 Type form letters 50 72 
10 Type inter-of'f'ice aorres-
pondence 60 57 
11 Type postal cards or index 
cards 34 70 
13 Type alphabetical. lists 15 84 
•14.5 Type invoices and statements 58 70 
19 Copy f'rom rough draft 43 72 
19 Type manuscripts and reperts 39 73 
22 Type tabulated work 47 91 
23 Type master sheets f'or 
duplicator 29 77 
25.5 Cut stencils 15 87 
28 Type telegrams 32 60 
42 Type legal f'orms 28 59 
51 Type insurance policies 60 50 
i&'77 Type checks 50 75 
' 
TABLE XXXV CO~nroED 
Rank 
.4 
1'7 
19 
21 
45.5 
71.5 
*B5.5 
Activity 
Secretarial Activities 
Handle telephone calls f'or 
employer 
Compose letters at typewriter 
Take dictation in shorthand 
and .transcribe · . 
Take charge of' of'f'ice during 
employerts absence 
Take dictation from records 
Take dictation directly at 
typewriter 
Take dictation over telephone 
Filing Activities 
5 File alphabetically 
7 File numerically 
16 Sort bills, slips, or cheeks 
25.5 Keep follow-up file 
27 File by subject 
54 Make cross references~ 
50 
55 
57 
59 
Bookkeeping Activities 
Balance cash 
Randle petty cash 
Figure and check invoices 
Make bank deposits 
Time ... 
frequency 
Rating in 
Per Cent 
87 
53 
64 
73 
52 
25 
53 
69 
69 
'71 
62 
53 
53 
68 
71 
81 
57 
93 
School-
training 
Rating in 
Per Cent 
47 
89 
100 
54 
95 
92 
100 
94 
85 
46 
56 
81 
69 
72 
59 
71 
56 
94 
TABLE XXXV CONTINUED 
-
Time- Schoo~-
Rank Activity frequency training Rating in Rating in 
Pe~ Cent Per Cent 
Bookkeeping Activities 
Continued 
4~ Post to accounts receivab~e 
~edger ..,~ 97 
43.5 Prepare payro~~ 30 55 
45.5 Post to accounts payable 
~edger 64 93 
48.5 Prepare Government reports 24 46 
48 .. 5 Prepare monthly bi~~s from 
~edger 33 70 
48.5 Post to genera~ ledger 52 89 
55.5 Keep a checkbook 67 88 
55.5 Reeonci~e bank statements 0 80 
60 Record entries in journals ?5 94 
61 Take a trial balance 67 96 
64.5 Prepare financial statements 83 82 
Office Machines Used 
24 Burroughs adding-listing 72 92 
29 Roy~ typewriter 77 100 
39 Electric typewriter 83 89 
-
39 Comptometer for adding '?7 88 
45.5 Te~ephone switchboard 73 21 
48.5 Comptometer for subtracting 90 86 
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TABLE XXXV CONTINUED 
Time- Schoo~-
Rank Activity frequency training Rating in Rating in 
Per Oent Per Oent 
Office Machines Used 
Oonti:nued 
52.5 Comptometer 79 85 
52.5 Remington typewriter 79 90 
55.5 Underwood typewriter 83 ~00 
55.5 L. G. Smith typewriter 78 79 
58.5 Ditto ~iquid dup~icator 35 70 
58.5 Mimeograph 29 83 
62.5 Monroe ca~culator 71 89 
62.5 Typewriter 7~ 100 
64.5 Marchant calculator 67 92 
66 Friden calculator 30 79 
68.5 Victor adding-J.isting 78 ).00 
68.5 Sundstrand adding and J.isting 89 80 
68.5 Oomptometer for dividing 89 80 
68.5 Dictaphone transcribing 56 88 
71.5 Standard liquid dupJ.icator 50 77 
73 Burroughs caJ.culator 65 85 
-m-74 I. B. M. machine 80 25 e 77 Burroughs desk bookkeeping ).00 60 
77 Rex-o-graph liquid duplicator 25 64 
JJJl77 TeJ.etype 25 0 
¥t77 Remington adding machine 100 75 
TABLE XXXV CONT:IJNUED 
Rank Activity 
Office Machines Used 
Continued 
·Time-
frequency 
Rating in 
Per Cent 
83 .·5 Ui:lderwood fan:fold billing 67 
83.5 Remington electric accounting 67 
83.5 Gelatin duplicator 100 
~3.5 Postage meter 100 
~85.5 Addressograph 0 
~3.5 Burroughs typewriter-billing 67 
~3.5 Remington caleulator 100 
91.5 Comptometer :for multiplying ~00 
91.5 Dalton calculator 50 
91.5 Ediphone transcribing 100 
*91.5 .Clary calcuJ..ator 50 
*91.5 Au~ograph 100 
*91.5 Protectograph 0 
~1.5 Tagging machine 100 
96 Remington automatic printing 0 
Other O:f:fice Activities 
1 Answer telephone 
8 Meet callers 
12 Fold letters and insert into 
envelopes 
14.5 Open, sort, and distribute 
mail 
94 
84 
69 
85 
96 
School-
training 
Rating in 
Per Cent 
70 
57 
67 
0 
o· 
100 
67 
80 
80 
100 
0 
100 
0 
0 
67 
54 
44 
73 
55 
Rank 
31 
32 
33 
36 
~1.5 
·W 
TABLE ·:xxxv CONTINUED 
Activity 
Other Office Activities 
Continued 
Do messenger work 
Make out receipts 
Do inventory and stock work 
Do cashier work 
Make out checks 
*Not on original eheck list 
Time-
frequency 
Rating in 
Per Cent 
59 
75 
34 
81 
50 
97 
Schoo~­
training 
Rating in 
Per Cent 
39 
58 
43 
47 
100 
CHAPTER V 
FINDINGS,. OOWCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This study was made to determine the effectiveness 
of the business education program and to determine the 
duties most frequently performed by the graduates, with 
implications for curriculum reVision. 
The findings relating to the work experiences of the 
graduates were as follows: 
1. Of the 290 survey report fopms mailed, 270, or 
93 per cent were completed and returned. The 
response for the classes of 1951 and 1952 was 
100 per cent. The per cent of response from 
the boys was slightly more than that of the 
girls. 
2. The majority of the graduates indicated that 
they were doing work for which they had been 
trained in school. Of the 211 graduates 
employed full time, 178, or 8~.4 per cent, 
were employed in office work. . 
3. Eighty-five graduates, or 40 per cent of the 
respondents, obtained their first positions 
before graduation. All of the graduates were 
employed in full-time positions within ten 
months attar graduation. 
4. The respondents obtained their first positions 
tb.l'ough the following sources: through the'ir 
own efforts, 40.7 per cent; through relatives 
or friends, 29.4 per cent; through the high 
school, 10.9 per cent; through the U. s. Employ-
ment Agency, 7.6 per cent. The remaining 10 
per cent were placed in first positions through 
business schools, private agencies, and Civil 
Service. 
5. Ninety-seven graduates, or 46 per eent, were 
not required to take employment tests in order 
to secure beginning positions. 
1 
6. The intelligence test was the one most fre-
quently given to the applicants for beginning 
positions. Typewriting and transcription 
ranked next in· order. The combination most 
frequently administered was the intelligence 
and typewriting tests which were given to 28 
of the graduates. Eight graduates indicated 
that they were given a combination of type-
writing and transcription1 while five reported 
taking a combination of intelligence, type-
writing, and transcription tests. 
7. The largest percentage of graduates found 
their beginning positions in insurance offices. 
Manufacturing concerns employed the next 
largest number.. Others found employment in 
department stores, public utilities, profes-
sional, and banking offices. 
8. At the time of the study, the largest per-
centage of graduates, 22.3 per cent, was 
employed in manufacturing concerns. Insurance 
offices employed the next largest number, or 
17.5 per cent. The public utilities employed 
15.2 per cent, as eompared with 8.5 per cent 
in the beginning positions. One-half of the 
20 respondents employed in department stores 
in their beginning positions entered other 
types of businesses. 
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9. The majority of the graduates showed a preference 
for large offices bo~h in their initial positions 
and in the positions held.at the time of the study. 
10. In their beginning positions, 33.6 per cent of 
the ~espondents were classified as clerks; 
13.2 per cent, as stenographers and secretaries; 
13.1 per cent, as typists; 4.3 per oent, as 
bookkeepers; and 2.4 per cent, as offiee machine 
operators. 
11. The beginning wages of the 211 respond~nts ranged 
from under $25 to $60 weekly. The average wages 
for the five-year period were in the $30 - $34 
a week range. · 
12. At the time of the study, the wages ranged from 
$25 to $60 and over. The average wages were in 
the $40 - $44 a week range.. Mo:re than one-third 
of the respondents reported weekly wages in the 
$40 - $44 range. Twenty-five graduates reported 
wages of $50 and ove:r. 
~~- . 
13. Typewriting was the meat helpful subject for 
72 per cent of the respondents; English, for 
48.8 per cent; bookkeeping, for 37 per cent; 
shorthand, for 34.6 per cent; and business 
arithmetic, for 31.8 per cent. 
14. One-third of the graduates indicated that a 
course in business machines would have been 
helpful to them; 6.2 per cent indicated that 
business English would have been helpful; 
and 5.6 per cent listed office practice as a 
course that would have been helpful. to them. 
15. Forty-two graduates, or two-thirds of the 
respondents who reported further training, 
received instruction in the operation of. 
business maebines. 
16. The majority of the graduates indicated that 
they were able to adjust themselves to their 
positions satisfactorily. Only 12 per cent 
reported that they were dissatisfied. 
17. The majority of the graduates reported that 
they were working for their original employ-
ers. The desire for advancement and higher 
wages and a different type of work were the 
reasons given by the respondents who had 
changed places of employment. 
18. Seventy-four graduates, or 35 per cent of 
the 211 employed full time, took additional 
courses in shorthand, typewriting, and 
office machines. ·Thirteen attended school 
full time; 61 worked full time and attended 
school part time. 
.• 
19. The majority of the graduates, 60 per cent, 
reported that they had not used their short-
band skill; 40 per cent used it at some time. 
20. Thirty-nine, or 46.6 per eent, of the 84 
respondents were able to take dictation at 
all times; 17, or 20.2 per cent, most of the 
time; and 18, or 21.4 per cent, were able to 
take it occasionally. 
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21. The graduates suggested that courses in office 
machines, business English, and office prac-
tice should be included in the business program, 
and that more practice be provided in transcrip-
tion. · 
... 
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O:f':f'ice Activities 
The :findings re~ating to the o:f':f'ice activities per-
formed by the graduates were as .folJ.ows: 
1. The ten most :frequently performed activities 
according to rank were: answer telephone, 
address envelopes, copy :from handwritten work, 
handle telephone calls :f'or employer, .file 
alphabetically, .fill in printed :f'orms, file 
numerically, meet callers, type :form letters, 
and type inter-Qf'f'ice correspondence. 
2. The f'oJ.lowing typing activities ranked high 
in :frequency of' performance: address envelopes, 
copy f'rom handwritten ·work, fill in printed 
forms, type :form letters, type inter-o:f':f'iee 
correspondence, type postal cards or index 
cards, type alphabetical lists, type invoices 
and statements, copy :from rough dra.ft, and type 
manuscripts and reports.. Although these activ-
ities were high in total :frequency o:f' perform-
ance, only :five bad a time-frequency rating o:f' 
over 50 per cent. In the opinion o:f' the grad-
uates all o:f' these.activities except ":fill in 
printed .form.stt should be taught in school, or 
both in· school. and on the job. The typing 
activities which bad a school-training rating 
o:f 90 per cent or higher were "address envelopes" 
and "type tabulated work. n 
3. Among the high-ranking :f'requencie.s in the sec-
retarial activities were the following: handle 
telephone calls :for employer, compose letters 
at typewriter, take dictation in shorthand and 
transcribe, and take charge o:f' office during 
employer's absence. The activities which rated 
high in time-frequency were "handle telephone 
calls :for employer, n 87 per cent, and "take 
charge o:f o:f':fice during employer's absence," 
73 per cent. All the activities concerning the 
taking o:f dictation bad school-training ratings 
above 90 per cent, while "compose letters at 
typewriter" bad a school-training rating o:f' 
89 per cent. 
4. The fil.ing activities which showed high fre-
quencies of performance were the fol.lowing: 
fil.e al.phabetical.l.y; fil.e numericall.y; and 
sort bil.l.s, sl.ips, or checks. The graduates 
fel.t that al.l of the filing activities, with 
the exception of "sort bil.ls, slips, or checks," 
should be taught in school, or both in school 
and on the job. 
].02 
· 5. The bookkeeping activities ranked low in fre-
quency of performance. The only activity which 
ranked in the upper third of the total frequency 
l.ist was "balance cash." This activity had a . 
time-frequency rating of 68 per cent and a school-
training rating of ?2 per cent. The activities 
wbieh had a time-frequency rating of 70 per cent 
or higher were: figure and check invoices, pre-
pare financial statements, handle petty cash, 
post to accounts receivable ledger, and record 
entries in journals. The graduates indicated 
that all of the foregoing activities, with the 
.exception of "preparing Government reports," 
should be taught in school. Onl.y 4.3 per cent 
of the respondents reported that they were 
bookkeepers. 
6. Next to the typewriter, the most frequently used 
office machine was 'the Burroughs adding-listing· 
machine. The electric typewriter, Comptometer, 
telephone switchboard, Ditto liquid duplicator, 
and Mimeograph ranked next in frequency of per-
formance. With the exception of the utel.ephone 
switchboard" these activities received a high 
rating in school training. Other office machines 
which had a school-training rating of 80 per cent 
or higher were: Mimeograph, Monroe ealculator1 
Marchant cal.culator, Victor adding~listing, Sund-
.strand adding and l.isting, ~etaphone transcribing, 
and Burroughs calculator. · 
7. The other office activities which ranked high in 
total frequency of performance were: answer 
telephone; meet callers; fol.d letters and insert· 
into envelopes; and open, sort, and distribute 
mail. With the exception of 11fold letters and 
insert into envelopes," the graduates felt that 
these activities should be taught on the job. 
The majority of the other office activities had 
high time-frequency ratings. "Answer telephone" 
bad the highest time-frequency rating, 94 per 
cent, and the lowest school-training rating, 
34 per cent. 
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Recommendations 
The ~indings of this study are based on the experiences 
and opinions of the graduates only. A study was not made 
of the recommendations of teachers or of the employers' 
reactions to deter.mine whether or not the graduates were 
efficient office employees. 
The following recommendations are based on the find-
ings of the study: 
1.· According to the frequency o~ response of the 
graduates, the following typing activities 
should be given more attention in the type-
writing course: copy from hand,vritten work, 
address envelopes, ~ill in printed forms, 
type form letters, type inter-office corres-
pondence, type invoices and statements, and 
compose letters at typewriter. 
2. Consideration should be given to offering a 
eourse in office practice in which the 
students woUld receive training in the tech-
niques of applying for a position, answering 
the telephone, and meeting callers. 
3. Consideration should be given to of~ering 
instruction in alphabetical and numerieal 
filing, taking dictation from records, the 
use of the adding-listing machine, gomptometer, 
eleet~ic typewriter, and liquid duplicator. 
4. Several graduates indicated that a course in 
business English would have been helpful to 
them. Consideration should be given to 
making this subject available to all business 
students. 
5. A class in transcription should be for.med so 
that there would be more time available in the 
,typing class for the activities which need 
emphasis. 
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6. Since the survey was made, the introduction of 
Gregg Simplified shorthand has remedied the 
need for more instruction in that subject. More 
time is now available for developing skill in 
taking dictation and transcribing. 
? • Since only 40 per cent of the graduates used their 
shorthand skill, and ,only 13.2 per cent used short-
hand Ln their initial positions, it would seem 
that this subject should not be reqlrl.red of every 
student in the business curriculum. Only the 
students who show ability in this subject should 
be allowed to take a second year of shorthand. 
8. A study should be made of the · employers to 
determine whether or not the graduates have been 
efficient office workers. 
• 
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APPENDIX 
SAINT JOHN HIGH SCHOOL 
N. Cambridge., Mass. 1.09 
October 15, 1952 
Dear 
Will you please fill out the attached survey report 
for me. I am making a survey of our graduates to obtain 
information that will be helpful to us in improving our 
present business program and that will help our business 
pupils who are still in school. 
, 
It will take only a few minutes of your time to check 
this report. On the last three pages., check the duties you 
are performing in your present position. If you are not 
engaged in office work., will you please check as many items 
as possible on the first three pages? 
This information will be kept $trictly confidential. 
You do not need to sign your name. The forms are nun1bered 
only for convenience in checking the returns. 
Will you please return the report in the enclosed self-
addressed., stamped envelope by O~tober 25. 
Your cooperation will be greatly appreciated. 
Sincerely yours; 
~~~ 
En c. 
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A SURVEY OF THE WORK EXrE!UElKES OF' ·.r•:tm SlHl~':~ JOHN GRADUATES FOR 
THE YEAHS lS-18, 1949, 1950, 1951, and 1952 
1. Please check the statement ~hich describes how you are employed now. 
5. { ) Housewife -1~ ( ) Employed for wages full time 
2. ( ) Employed.for wages part time 6. { ) In school full time 
3. ( ) Unemployed and seeking work 
4. ( ) In armed forces 
7. ( } In school part time 
a. ( ) Other: 
2. When did you obtain your first position~ 
weeks before high school graduation. 
-----weeks after ~\gh school graduation. 
3. In what types of businesses have you been employed~ 
TYpeS·2! Businesses 
·First 
• Position 
l?resent 
Position 
Automobile Sales • • • • 
Banking. • • • • • •. • • 
Civi~ &ervice •••••• 
Department Store • • • • 
Educational Institution. 
. .. 
• • 
• • 
. . 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
.. . . 
Insurance. • .. • • • • • • • .. • 
Manufacturing. • • • • • • • • • 
rrofessional • • • • $ • • ... • •. 
fublic Utilities • • • • • • • • 
?ublishing • • • • • • • • .. • • 
Other: ..... 
4. Please list the places where you have been employed• 
Dates of 
Emo lo_ymen t 
Name of Com12anz _City From To 
--
IJ.4'1rst position I I 
!t'_resent oos1t1onl 
' 5. -Please state approximate number 
·First position: 
?resent position: 
or employees in your department~ 
___ employees. 
_____ employees. 
6. ~lease check sources through which you obtained positions. 
Sources 
Found the position myself. • • • 
Through the high schools • • • • 
Private agency .. • .. ~ • •. • • • 
Civil Service.. • • .. • • . • • •• 
Relative or .friend • • .. • • • • 
Ue S,. Employment Agency. • • • • 
Other: • • • • 
First 
~osit-ion 
Present 
Position 
7o What types or employment tests were you required to take~ 
T:.mes 2!.· Tests 
Intelligence • o • o • • • • • • 
Typewri tins. • • • • • • o • .. • 
Transcription.. .. • • • • • • • • 
Office fiiaehines. • • .. • • • • • 
No test ••••••••••••• 
Other: • o .. • ·• 
First 
!osition 
8. Please list. the title of your first posi tio·n. 
' ilease list the title of your present position. 
Present 
'!Position 
9. Please check weekly wages on tirst and present full-time positions. 
Wages 
Under ~~25.. • • • • • ,. •. • 
~25 - 29 • • • • • • • • • 
$30 34 • .. • • • • • • .. 
~5 ~ 39 • • • • • • • • • 
*1'40 - 44 • • • • • • • • • 
~p45 49 • • • • 0 • • • • 
~50 54 • • • • • • • • • 
~55 59 • • • • • • • • • 
$60 . - Over • • . • • • • • .. 
Beginning Wages 
on 
First i' osition 
Current Wages 
·on 
Present ~osition 
10. What kind of additional ·trai~ing was it necessary.for you to receive. 
in your first po'si tion'? 
11. ~re you satisfied with your present position? Yes No 
---
12. If you are not satisfied with your position,,what type of position 
do you desire'? 
13. If you have changed your place of employment, please givf!! reason 
· for making the change. 
~ll 
-3-
14. If' you have had further education sinceleaving high school,.please 
11st the schools attended and·the courses takeno 
15 .. 
16 .. 
.Dates 
Name 2!, School Courses taken 
Day or 
Evening From To 
- -
"Please check reason for taking the above courses. 
' 
1. ( ) Neecied a higher degree of' skill in sho.rthand 
2. ( ) Needed a higher degre~ of' skill in typewriting 
3. ( ) Needed skill in the operation of office machines 
4. ( ) Other reasons: 
Which high school subjects have 
· work*? 
been most helpful to you in your 
1. ( ) Shorthand 5. ( ) Business Arithmetic 
2. ( ) Typewriting 6. ( ) Business Law 
3. ( ) Bookkeeping 7 .. ( ) Biology 
4. ( ) English 8. ( ) History 
9. ( ) Spanish 
17. · ?lease list any subjects not offered in the high school which would 
have been helpful to you. 
(1) ___________________ ; <?> _______________ ,_; (3) _______ .. 
18. Have you used your shorthand skill? •••••• Yes No ____ __ 
19. If you take shorthand from a dictator, check the extent to which. 
you are able to take the dictation~ 
1. ( ) at all times 
2. (. } most of the time 
3. ( ) occasionally 
20. ?lease give your frank opinion of the business education program 
at St ... John •a. 
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CHECK LIST OF' ACTIVI~r:n~ :P·ERFORMED ·IN. 'J'·EESENT POSITION 
..._...,_.. -- ~~~·--·- ~~· ............... _ v·.-.. ~ 
. DIRECTIONS: ·lo Check one of the columns in S.eetlon .I to indicate how 
often you pe~form the activity. 
• 
1. 
2 .. 
3~ 
4. 
5. 
e. 
7. 
a. 
9. 
10. 
11, 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
1.9. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
2 .. Check one of the columna of Section II to indicate where 
the activity should be taught. 
3 .. ·check Section III if you think that more emphasis should 
· be given to this activity in $Cbool. 
' SECTION I SECTION II· 
Where this 
Approximate number should be 
of hours taUght 
, I CO. • • aS Ol h co 1! II), r-t.O Aotivit7 · ~ CD Cl)' 00 C) r-t 0~ Ol~ .-:t~ ~~ .Q 00~ ~ i· ,0 ~.a ~t""l r-t ~t""l t""4 0 
''at ~~ CD .p 0 ~ .p .s:t ..... ~CD ~\-t .8 ~~ .p~ r-t'tS o• .:d 0 Jl 
a 
C) 
.s:to CD co CD .p CQ .p 
~ 0 co 0 ~ .P'd 
0 t Cl) 5 ~ s:l 5 £a ~ ~ H 
T:ming Activities • 
' 
Address envelopes 
Cop)" .from handwri.tten ~ork 
Copy from rough draft 
Cut stencils '' 
Fill in printed forms 
Type alphabetical lists 
Type form letters . ' 
Type inter-office correspondence 
Typ~ manuscripts and reports• 
Type·master sheets for duplicator 
Type· postal cards or index cards 
Type tabulated work 
TJPe telegrams 
Type invoices and statements 
Type insurance policies . . 
Type legal forms· 
Other activities not listed: 
Secretarial Activities 
Compose letters at typewriter 
Handle telephone calls for empb~ 
Take charge of office during 
employe·r 's absence 
Take dictation .directly at 
typewriter 
Take dictation .in shorthand and . 
transcribe 
Take dictation· from records 
Other activities not listed: 
II·I 
rd 
4> 
rd 
4) 
CD 
~H 
0 
~.a 
coo l!CQ 
~~ 
G) 
CD 
~ 
0 
=a 
-
_....._ ... .._-.... ~-
SECTION I SECTION II III 
Approximate number wnere -c.n1s should be "&1 of hours taught '0. 
.. ·Q) 
• 
G) 
10 • • Cllf OJ d.-4 tt IQ· 11 11)• .-4.0 0 -'l 1J Q) G) 0-0 coo C) r-t .a~ ..... ~ 
A~tivitr C\l ~~ r-(~ ..... • j; t~ ttd ,Q Of.D M I:: A OG) r-t 0 IQ,S:: J~ . .,... ·!~ G) +' 0 ....., +' i~ oS tttD hiH .8 !fa r-i'O .P'd or. :ao A G) 
a 
0 0 Q) Q) ttl G) +' ttl .p ~'0 
• 
tt 0 10 0 a tt 0 H G) d d d 
.sa 0 ~ li4 ,.;;} 0 :at H 0 ~ 
Filing Activities 
25. File alphabetically 
26. File numerically ' 
27. File by subject 
28. Make cro$s references 
29. Keep follow-Up file 
30. · Sort bills, slips, or checks 
31. other filing activities: 
• 
-
Bookkem~ins Activities 
32 •. Handle.petty cash· 
33.~repare payroll 
34 •. Balance cash 
35. Keep a checkbook 
36. Make bank deposits . 
: 37 .... Reconcile bank statements 
38, ~repare.Goverrunent reports " 39 .... :?repare monthly bills .from ledger 
40. Record,.entries in journals 
41. Po~t to General Ledger 
"42 • . )?oat· to Acc;oun.ts Receivable ledge 
43. ~ost ~o Accounts Payable ledger 
44. Take a Trial Balance 
·45. ~repare Financial Statements 
46. FigU:re and check invoices 
47. Other boo~keeping activities: 
- • 
Office Machine Act1vi ties e 
Operate ·the following machines: 
.. 
48. Standard Liquid Duplicator / 
49. Di t;to Liquid Duplicator 
50. Rex-o-graph Liquid Duplicator 
51 .•. Mimeograph . 
52. Gelatin DuP,licator 
·-~- ~-
r--------SECTION I 
" 
!I ~ 
.. Approximate number J 
• 
CQ 
l! 
Acti,.vJ,ty 
~!>.. 
.dr-f 
11~ 
.P"d 
CD 
t. 
0 
::!11 
, .... 
· orrfce M&chfneAotivit1es--rcOiit""'id 
53. Burroughs Adding-Listing ~-
54. Victor Adding-Listing 
55. Sunds trand Adding and Listing 
56. Remington Automatic xrinting 
57. Dalton Calculator 
58. BurroughB Calculator or 
59. Comptometer · 
60. 
61. 
62. 
63. 
64. 
65. 
66. 
6?. 
68. 
69. 
70. 
71. 
72. 
"73. 
74. 
75. 
76. 
77. 
for adding . 
for subtracting 
for multiplying 
for dividing 
Monroe Calculator 
Friden Calculator 
~archant Calculator 
Ediphone Transcribing 
Dictap~ne Transcribing 
Underwood Fanfold Billing 
Elliott-Fisher Accounting 
Burroughs Desk Bookkeeping 
Remington Electric Accounting 
Typewriter: 
Royal 
Underwood 
Remington 
L. C. Smith 
Eleotl .. ic 
Other: 
.. 
. 78. 
79. 
so. 
81. 
Telephone Switchboard · 
Other ~ffice machines not listed 
-82. 
83. 
84. 
85. 
86. 
87. 
88. 
89. 
90. 
Other Office Activities 
Answer-telephone 
Meet ·callers 
Do cashier work 
Do inventory and stoc-k work 
Do messe~ger work 
Fold letters and insert into 
, env·elopes 
Open, sort, and diatri·bute mail 
Make out receipts · 
Other office activities: 
: 
of hours 
t r n 
• I~ Ill II IQ II) .a CD CD C) 1"'4 
N ~>:>I ,.... ~ ..-t.!s:: ~ ~n ~CD 
,... I j r-t ,PG) o~l 
''SI 'at ~~ ~ ~ll-t 
,..., "d 1 .p 't1 Ocd ;jo 
·I II) a (I) .p . 
0 II) 0 d 
~ CD ~ 0 
l&t ~ 0 ~ 
'·-
~~ 
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SECTION II III 
Where this 
should be 'd CD 
taught '0 Q) 
CD 
.dr-4 
,-t,Q 0 
00 !.8 .a~ IQC) 
,0 C)CI) ~Ill ,... 0 aLd 
0 . ....., .p t~ 
.8 .d Cl) ..-f.d CD 
C) ~ 
.Qo IQ ~ CD 
.P"d ~ 
.d .d tB; ~ H 0 
-
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SCHOOLS ATTENDED BY BOYS AFTER GRADUATION 
FROM HIGH SCHOOL 
School. 
Bentley School of Accounting and Finance 
Northeastern University 
Boston Trade School 
Coyne Electrical School 
Holy Ghost Hospital. 
Medford Trade School 
U~ S. N. R. Training School 
Total 
Number o:f 
Graduates 
5 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
12 
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SCHOOLS ATTENDED BY GI:RLS AFTER GRADUATION 
FROM HIGH SCHOOL 
Schools 
B'tll?dett College 
Bryant and Stratton School 
Boston College Intown 
Cambridge High and Latin School 
Comptometer School 
Boston University 
Harvard University 
Stenotype Institute 
American Institute of Banking 
Burroughs Machine School 
Chandler School for Women 
Somerville High School 
Fay Business School 
Hickox Secretarial School 
I. B .. M. School 
Stratford School 
Aviation Training Sehool 
Bentley School of Accounting and Finance 
Boston College School of Nursing 
Charlestown High School 
La Salle Extension School 
Medford High School 
Mt • Slt. Mary's Academy 
Rindge Technical School 
Saint Elizabeth's Hospital 
Slaint Maryts Hospital 
University Secretarial School 
Vesper George School of Art 
Wilfred Academy 
Winslow Secretarial Sehool 
Total 
NllDlber of 
Graduates 
12 
11 
5 
5 
4 
4 
4. 
4 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
l 
1 
l 
1 
84 
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FIRMS EMPLOYING MALE. RESPONDENTS IN FIRm POSITIONS. 
Company 
Barry Corporation 
Cambridge Tool Manufacturing Co. 
Craftsman Insurance Company 
Empire Electrical Company 
Evergood Market 
Freddie's Douglm.ut Company 
General Latex Company 
Go:r:r•s Auto Service 
John Hancock Insurance Company 
Harvard Cooperative Society 
Harvard University 
Holy Ghost Hospital 
Jordan Marsh Company 
Humphries Bruce Insurance Company 
Lampson, Inc. 
NEGEA Service 
0 'Brien, Russell Insurance Co·. 
Spinelli Construction 
United Farmers· 
Western Electric Company 
Zahka Bros. 
Location 
Watertown 
Cambridge 
Boston 
Camb.ridge 
Cambridge 
Arlington 
Cambridge 
Cambridge 
Boston 
Cambridge 
Cambridge 
Cambridge 
Boston 
Boston 
Boston 
Cambridge 
Boston 
Cambridge 
Boston 
Watertown 
Cambridge 
,"\ 
I 
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FIRMS EMPLOYING FEMALE RESPONDENTS IN FIRST POSITIONS 
Company 
A & P Food Company 
Air Force Research Genter 
Allied Building Credits~ Inc. 
Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Co. 
American Mutual· Insurance Company 
Anderson Products Inc. 
Associated Transportation Co. 
Austin Hastings Company 
B. B. Chemical Company 
Barrett, J'obn. W·. · Insurance Agency 
Beacon Wax Company 
Beane & Fine Law Firm 
Better Homes Club Plan 
Boston, City of 
Department of Mental Health 
Boston City Hospital 
Boston Credit Bureau 
Boston~ First National Bank 
Boston P. o. Employers Credit Union 
Brooks Hospital 
Brown-lfales Company 
. . 
Budd Optical Company 
Builders Specialty Hardware Co. 
California Stuceo Company 
Gambr·idge Federal Savings 
Cambridge Gas & Light Company 
Canavan and Canavan 
Garney Hospital 
Central Scientific Company 
Chilton Greetings Company 
Cobb, Reynolds, Inc. 
Combustion Eng. Supr. Inc. 
Grotty Bros., Inc. 
Dewey & Almy Chemical Co. 
Diane's Beauty Salon 
Division of Employment Security 
Location 
Boston 
Boston 
:Boston 
Boston 
Boston 
Cambridge 
Cambridge 
Cambridge 
Cambridge 
Watertown 
Cambridge 
Cambridge 
Cambridge 
Boston 
Boston 
Boston 
Boston 
Boston 
Brookline 
Cambridge 
Boston 
Somerville 
Cambridge 
Cambridge 
Cambridge 
Boston 
South Boston 
Cambridge 
Boston 
Boston 
Boston 
Cambridge 
Cambridge 
Cambridge 
Boston 
% \ '\>, \ 
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FIRMS EMPLOYING FEM.AIERESPONDENTS IN FIRST POSITIONS 
CONTINUED 
Company 
Dix Lumber Company 
Downs, Edgar T. 
Eastern Company, The 
Empleyers Liability Insurance Co. 
First National Stores 
General Adjus~ent Bureau 
Gillette Saf'ety Ra.:qor Company 
Glidden Paint Company 
Gorints 
Grant, W. T.Stores 
Grover Cronin 
Hammett, J. L. Co. 
Hardwarta Mutual Insurance Company 
Harris, H. E. & Co. 
Harvard Cooperative Society 
Harvard School of' Public Health 
Harvard Trust Company 
Harvard University 
Hastings, A. w. & Co. 
Hollywood Cleaners 
HotelOomma:rmder 
Hurley, Robert A. & Co., Inc. 
Jobn Hancock Insurance Co. 
Jones Products Company 
Jordan Marsh Company 
Keystone Readers Service 
LeBaron, R. W., Inc. 
Liberty Mutual Insurance Company 
Linen Thread Company 
Loring Stud~os 
M. I. T. Research Department 
Malden Electric Company 
Massachusetts Bonding & Insurance_. Co. 
Massachusetts Hardware Distributors 
Massachusetts Hospital Service 
Location 
Cambridge 
Boston 
Cambridge 
Boston 
Somerville 
Boston 
Cambridge 
Cambridge 
Cambridge 
Med.f'ord 
Waltham 
Cambridge 
Boston 
Boston 
Cambridge 
Boston 
Cambridge 
Cambridge 
Somerville 
Arlington 
Cambridge 
Boston 
Boston 
Cambridge 
Boston 
Boston 
Arlington 
Boston 
Boston 
Boston 
Cambridge 
Malden 
Boston 
Boston 
Boston 
\<;), 
' 
ll.~ 
FIRMS EMPLOYING FEMALE RESPONDENTS IN FIRST POSITIONS 
CONTINUED 
Company 
Massachusetts Memorial Hospital 
Merchants National Bank 
Metropolitan Coal Company 
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company 
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company 
Metropolitan Theatre . 
Monarch Life Insurance Company 
Mount Auburn Hospital 
Mutual Life Insurance Company 
New England Mutual Insurance Co. 
New England Telephone & Telegraph Co. 
North Cambridge Cooperative Bank 
Otis Air Force Base 
Park@r Personnel Service 
Payne, F. S. Co. 
Polaroid Corporation 
Publiahers• Book Bindery 
Radcliffe Coll·ege 
Raymond's, Ine .. 
Raytheon Manufacturing Co. 
Regist:r>y of Motor Vehicles 
Re.xall Drug Company 
Rogers, A. L. Co. 
Rotary Club of Boston 
St. Elizabeth's Hospital 
St. Johnsbury Trucking Co. 
Sanborn Company 
Scientific Specialties Co. 
Sears, Roebuck Co. 
Signet Cl u.b Plan 
Singer, Doctor 
Smith Patterson Company 
State House 
State Street Trust Co. 
Superior Laundry 
Location 
Boston 
Boston 
Boston 
Boston 
Cambridge 
Boston 
Boston 
Cambridge 
Cambridge 
Boston 
Cambridge 
Cambridge 
Falmouth 
Boston 
Cambridge 
Cambridge 
Cambridge 
Cambridge 
Boston 
Newton 
Boston 
Boston 
Somerville 
Baston 
Brighton 
Cambri.dge 
Cambridge· 
Brighton 
Boston 
Cambridge 
Cambridge 
Boston 
Boston 
Boston 
Somerville 
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FIRMS EMPLOYING FEMALE RESPONDENTS IN FIRST POSITIONS 
CONTINUED 
Company 
Thomas & Betts Co., The 
Travelers Insurance Company 
Ull:tan, H. B. Insurance Agency 
Ultrasonic Corporation 
United Metal Products 
Ub.:t ted Mutual Insurance Company 
United States Government 
Department of' Justice 
United States Trust Company 
University Motor Sales 
Wahn Distributors 
Warner, Stackpole, Stenson,& Bradley 
Wasserman & Salter, Attorneys 
· White Electric Company 
Location 
Boston 
Boston 
Boston 
Cambridge 
Roxbury 
Boston 
Boston 
Boston 
Camb,vidge 
Boston 
Boston 
Boston 
Boston 
• 
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FIRMS EMPLOYING MALE RESPONDENTS AT THE TIME OF THE STUDY 
Company 
Algon~uin Gas.Transmission Company 
Boston, City of 
Division of Civil Service 
Boston University 
Craftsman Insurance Company 
Eastern Airlines 
Elm Farm 
John Hancock Insurance Company 
Harvard Cooperative Society 
Harvard University 
Hyde Machine Company 
Kennedy', Inc. 
Massachusetts General Hospital 
Mullane, Thomas & Son 
NEGEA. Service 
Old Glory Chemical Company 
Royal Furniture Company 
Vope's Construction Company 
Western Electric Company 
Zabka Bros. 
Location 
Boston 
Boston 
Boston 
Boston 
Boston 
Somerville 
Boston 
Canibridge 
Cambridge 
Bos't1on 
Boston 
Boston 
Cambridge 
Cambridge 
Everett 
Somervi~le 
Dorchester 
Watertown 
Cambridge 
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FIRMS EMPLOYING FEMALE RESPONDENTS AT THE TIME OF THE STUDY 
· Company 
A & P Food Company 
~r Force Research Center 
Allied Building Credits, Inc. 
lllis-Chalmers Mfg. Co. 
American Machine & Foundry Company 
American Mutual Insurance Company 
Angier Products 
Associated Transportation Go. 
Autographic Register Co. 
B. B. Chemical Company 
Badger Manufacturing Company 
Beacon Wax Company 
Bethlehem Steel Company 
Better Homes Club Plan 
Boston City Hospital 
Boston, City of 
Department of Mental Health 
Department o:f Public Works 
Boston1 Fir$t National Bank 
Boston Five Cents Savings Bank 
Boston P. o. Employees Credit Union 
Boston Safe Depo~ ~d Trust Co. 
Boston University Research 
Brockway Smith Corporation 
Brown Durrell Co. 
Budd Optical Company 
Cal~:fornia Stucco Co. . 
Cambridge Electric Light Company 
Cambridge Federal Savings Bank 
Cambridge Gas & Light Company 
Cambridge Trust Company 
Central Scientific Company 
Chilton Greetings Company 
Cobb, Reynolds & Company 
Combustion Engineer Supr., Inc. 
Dewey & Almy Chemical Company 
Location 
Boston 
Boston 
Boston 
Boston 
Boston 
Boston 
Cambridge 
Cambridge 
Boston 
Cambridge 
Cambridge 
Cambridge 
Cambridge 
Cambridge 
Boston 
Boston 
Boston 
Boston 
Boston 
Boston 
Boston 
Boston 
Charlestown 
Cambridge 
Boston 
Cambridge 
Cambridge 
Cambridge 
Cambridge 
Cambridge 
Cambridge 
Boston 
Boston 
Boston 
Cambridge 
• 
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FIRMS EMPLOYING FEMALE RESPONDENTS AT THE TIME OF THE STUDY 
CONTINUED 
Company 
Diane's Beauty Salon 
Di:x: Lumber Company 
Downs, Edgar T. 
Eastern Company, The 
~loyers Liability Insurance Co. 
Family Loan Corporation 
French Shriner Company 
Gair, Robert Company 
General Adjus~ent Burea~ 
General Latex and Chemical Co. 
Gillette Safety Razor Co. 
Glidden hint Comp3.ny 
Gorin's 
Grenada Wine Company 
Harvard Cooperative Society 
Hammett, J. L •. & Co. 
Hardware Mutua~ Insurance Co. 
Harvard Trust Company 
Harvard University Press 
Houghton, Mifflin Co. 
Hurley, Robert A. & Co., Inc. 
Ionics Insurance Company 
Jobn Hancock Insurance Company 
Jordan Marsh Company 
Kaler, Carney, Liffler & Co. 
Keystone Readers Service 
Lever Bros. 
Little, Arthur D., Inc. 
Little, Brown & Co. 
Lord Electrical Co., Inc. 
Malden Electric Company 
Massachusetts General Hospital 
Massachusetts Hardware Distributors 
Massachusetts Hospital Service 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
Location 
Cambridge 
Cambridge 
Boston 
Cambridge 
Boston 
Boston 
Cambridge 
Cambridge 
Boston 
Cambridge 
Boston 
Cambridge 
Cambridge 
Cambridge 
Cambridge 
Cambridge 
Boston 
Boston 
Cambridge 
Cambridge 
Boston 
Cambridge 
Boston 
Boston 
Boston 
Boston 
Cambridge 
Cambridge 
Cambridge 
Boston 
Malden 
Boston 
Boston 
Boston 
Cambridge 
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FIRMS EMPLOYING FEMALE RESPONDENTS AT TEE TIME OF THE STUDY 
CONTINUED 
Company-
Massachusetts Title Insurance Company-
McLaughlin Law Firm 
Merit Protective Service 
Metr0politan Life Insurance Company-
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company-
Metropolitan Transit Authority-
Monarch Life Insurance Company-
Morrison Brothers 
Morgan Insurance Company-
Mundet Cork Corporation 
Mutual Life Insurance Company 
National Research Corporation 
New England Cooperative Bank 
New England Confectionery- Company-
New England Grey-hound Lines 
New England Mutual Insurance Company-
New England Telephone and Telegraph Co. 
Newton Sash and Door Corp. 
Polaroid Corporation 
Publishers' Book Bindery- Company 
Quincy- Market 
Radcliffe College 
Ray-theon Manufacturing Company 
Regals, John s. & Sons 
Registry of Motor Vehicles 
Rockford Furniture Company 
Roddis Plywood & Door Company 
Sanborn Company 
Scientific Specialties Company 
Sears Roebuck & Co. 
Shell Oil Company 
Singer, Doctor 
Somerset Savings Bank 
St. Johnsbury Trucking Company 
State House 
Location 
Boston 
Boston 
Boston 
Boston 
Cambridge 
Boston 
Boston 
Somerville 
Boston 
Cambridge 
Cambridge 
Newton 
Cambridge 
Cambridge 
Boston 
Boston 
Boston 
Waltham 
Cambridge 
Cambridge 
Boston 
Cambridge 
Brighton 
Cambridge 
Boston 
Boat on 
Cambridge 
Cambridge 
Brighton 
Boston 
Boston 
Cambridge 
Somerville 
Cambridge 
Boston 
' 
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FIRMS EMPLOYING FEI.VIALE RESPONDENTS AT THE TIME OF THE WUDY 
CONTINUED 
Company 
State Street Trust Company 
Travelers Insurance Company 
Ullian Insurance Agency, H. B. 
Ultrasonic Corporation 
Union Bay State Chemical Company 
u. 3. Engineer Corps 
U. s. Government 
Department o:f Justice 
Wabn Distributors 
Watertown Arsenal 
Wbi te Electric Company 
Woodl.and Dairy 
Location 
Boston 
Boston 
Boston 
Cambridge 
Cambridge 
Boston 
Boston 
Boston 
Watertown 
Boston 
Watertown 
